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Mama Margies
expands
delivery services
Pizza staff makes

Congressman holds conference calls with local officials to gage opinion
By Tim Sampson
Executive Editor

sacrifices to provide
broader delivery range
to students with meal
plan | Page 5

Ultimate
Frisbee on
campus
this fun warm-weather
sport are given to help

ECONOMIC MEETING: President Bush meets with presidential candidates Sens John
McCain and Bataclc Obama and congressional leaders in the Cabinet Room of the White
House yesterday to discuss the proposed bailout of the financial industry.

students get through

The debate continues

their day | Page 6

"My Best
Friend's Girl"
gets reviewed

Despite economic crisis and McCains opposition,
presidential debate still being planned for tonight

See what the Pulse
says about the new
raunchy romantic
comedy with Jason
Biggs, Dane Cook and
Kate Hudson | Page 6

Voting beyond
Republican or
Democrat
Columnist Kyle
Schmidlin urges
readers to realize the
importance of the
other candidates as the
election draws near
| Page 4

Miami bans
smoking on
campus
The staff editorial
explores the new ban
that the majority of
Miami University's
students wanted
| Page 4

Falcon football
goes to Wyoming
The team will take on
the Wyoming Cowboys
for the first time ever.
They will look to put a
stop to their turnover
blues and get another
big win | Page 5

How do you feel about
the new Facebook?

By Lii Sidoti
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Prospects
improved thai John McCain and
liarack Obama would hold their
first presidential debate tomorrow as Congress made progress
toward tin agreement with the
Bush administration on a $700
billion bailout of the financial
industry.
McCain's campaign has said
tilt' Republican wouldn't participate in the debate unless there
was a consensus. Obama still
wants the face-off to go on. and
the Democrat is slated to travel
to the debate site in Mississippi
today.
"There's no deal until there's a
deal,'' McCain spokesman Brian
Rogers said after Republicans
and Democrats agreed in principle to terms of the bailout lie
said the developments did not
change McCain's plans, though
he added: "We're optimistic but
we want to get this thing done."
Senior McCain adviser Mark
Salter did not rule out attending
the debate, saying: "We've got
to see."
The debate over the debate
is the latest campaign twist
as McCain and Obama try to
navigate the uncharted politics
of the financial meltdown and
show leadership at a time of
national angst. The two met with
President Bush and bipartisan
congressional leaders yesterday
afternoon at the White House
on the crisis. They sat three seats
away from the president, McCain
to his right, Obama to his left.
"With so much on the line,
for America and the world, the
debate that matters most right
now is taking place in the United
Stittes Capitol -- and I intend
to join it." McCain said while
addressing former President
Clinton's Clobal Initiative in
New York early yesterday.
Obama argued the debate

should proceed because a president needs to be able to handle
more than one issue at a time.
"The
American
people
deserve to hear directly from
myself and Sen. McCain about
how we intend to lead our country," he said. "The times are loo
serious to put our campaign on
hold, or to ignore the full range
of issues that the next president
will face."
In Oxford, Miss., debate organizers continued to prepare.
At a news conference,
Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour,
a Republican, said he expected
the presidential debate to go
ahead, though he said he had
no inside information. "This is
goi ng to be a great debate tomorrow night," Barbour said.
Television networks, too,
were moving forward. "We're
proceeding as if it's on and will
until someone tells us that it's
not," ABC spokeswoman Cathie
Levinesaid.
The two candidates spoke
to the Clinton Clobal Initiative
— McCain in person, Obama
via satellite — before heading to
Washington.
Presidential politics was running smack into the delicate
negotiations over how to stop
further weakening the sagging economy without putting
an enormous new burden on
taxpayers or rewarding corporations or their executives who
share the blame for the woes.
On Capitol Hill, Democratic
and Republican negotiators
emerged from a closed-door
meeting to report an agreement
in principle they would present
to the administration.
Rogers said McCain didn't
participate in that meeting, but
was in talks with Republican
leaders afterward. Conservative
Republicans were among the

The economic crisis that has
gripped Wall Street and Capitol
Hill was the topic of discussion
among local financial and political figures yesterday.
With Congressional leaders
working all day in Washington to
hammer out an emergency bailout agreement, Rep. Bob latta (R
- Ohio) held conference calls with
representatives from local banks
and credit unions, to determine
how he would vole when a rescue
proposal finally came to a vote.
"I organized today's discussions in order to hear directly
from the financial institutions
in my district to find out exactly
how financial market correction
legislation would affect them and
residents of the Fifth District,"
1-atta said in a written statement.
But despite the day of discussions, the congressman was
remaining tight-lipped last night
about whether or not he'd be
supporting what will most likely
be an unprecedented bailout
of some of the nation's biggest
financial institutions.
"We are still looking for the

"I don't feel
passionately either
way, there are more
important issues in the
world.'' | Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 79, Low: 54
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TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 77 Low: 52
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Tim Fuerst
University
economics
professors

GOP representative
of the Fifth District

language to come back." said
David Popp, a spokesman for
Latta. Although an agreement
was leaked yesterday afternoon,
Popp said Latta was still waiting
to read an official version of the
bill before announcing how he
would vote.
And that wait for a finalized
proposal may take longer than
expected.
Negotiations between lawmakers on Capitol Hill broke
down last night, according to The
Associated Press. This after the
AP reported yesterday afternoon
that congressional leaders had
come up with a plan that would
immediately give the Treasury
secretary, Henry Paulson, S250
billion to purchase the troubled
assets of failing financial institutions. The plan would also
have the option of granting the
Treasury secretary an additional
SIOO billion if he certified it was

Raising awareness for homelessness one box at a time

JASMINE WHEELER
Freshman. Journalism

I *mk

Bob Latta

needed. This is far less than Unoriginal $700 billion plan proposed by President George W.
Bush last week,
The AP also reported a group
of Republican legislators were
simultancntislv circulatinga "less
govcrnment-focusedaltemative."
I he GOP proposal would insure
the companies' assets rather
than buying them outright.
Nothing had been finalized by
last night, but in a Wednesday
night
television
address.
President George w. Bush urged
the Congress to act quickly to
enact an economic rescue plan.
Passing such a large bailout
could pose an ideological dilemma for conservative lawmakers
like Latta, who normally would
favor allowing free -market consequences to befall irresponsible
ECONOMY Page 2

See CRISIS | Page 2

By India Hunter
Reportc
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Latta researches impact economic
bailout would have in local area
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BOX CAMPING: Habitat for Humanity will host Box City tomorrow from 3 p.m to 10 am on
Sunday to help raise concern lor homelessness.

Students, faculty and staff
may have taken notice of large
cardboard boxes in front of
the Union, Jerome Library and
other places around campus.
The boxes have been placed
there by Habitat for I lumanity
to promote Box City.
Box City takes place tomorrow at Mac beach from 3 p.m.
until 10 a.m. SundayHabitat for Humanity is a
community service organization said Kevin Umstead, Vice
President of the University's
chapter for
Habitat
for
Humanity.
"Our primary goal is to help
people in any way we can,"
Umstead said. "Box City is
one of the events we have that
does that."
Box City is an annual event
hoping to help call attention to
the problem of homelessness,
said one of the treasurers for the
organization Tarshree' Sawyer.
"We have Box City to help
raise awareness for homeless-

"Hopefully students
will become
interested and want
to lend a hand."
Kevin Umstead | V.ce Pic
ness and make it more visible
to people on campus." Sawyer
said.
Umstead hopes through Box
City, students will gain a better
understanding of homelessness
and what Habitat for Humanity
can do for people.
"Hopefully students will
become interested and want to
lend a hand," Umstead said.
It's not too late to take part in
this weekend's event. To participate in Box City, students need
to show up at Mac Beach with
S10 and blankets to keep warm
if they are planning to spend t he
night in a box. Participants will
get food, entertainment, a box.
See BOXES
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CITY
BRIEF
Robbery off-campus,
one supect in custody
City Police are currently investigating
a robbery at a residence within the 1000
block ol Fairvrew. which occurred Septl6
at approximately 350 a m
While the victim was sleeping, two
black males allegedly forced entry into the
victims house.
The'two suspects then allegedly
assaulted and bound the victim
Kywon Dionta Holcomb. 20. of Toledo,
was arrested for aggravated robbery,
aggravated burglary and kidnapping in
Toledo after being identified in the police
investigation
He is currently being held in the Wood
County Justice Center
The other male is believed to live in
the Toledo area and possibly goes by the
nickname "Florida"
Anyone with any information should
contact the Bowling Green Police of Wood
Co Crime Stoppers at 1-800-54 CRIME.
Callers may remain anonymous and if
information results in the arrest and conviction of a suspect callers could be eligible
for a reward of up to $1000
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SMOKING
From Page 1
formed by Miami President
David Hodge to examine the
effects of smoking on Miami's
campus, second-hand smoke
was listed as the leading reason
to eliminate smoking on campus.
Prior to the ban. Miami followed
the state law permitting people to
smoke 25 feet away from buildings. Now students, faculty and
staff either have to go outside the
boundaries of campus or smoke
inside of their car.
Even with the 25-foot rule, it
would be very difficult to calculate
the distance from multiple buildings being close to one another,
which was another factor in the
ban discussion, said Director of
Employee I lealth and Well Being
lay Kimiecik.
Kimiecik, who is part of the
task force, examined the potential
problems of smoking on campus,
and from the results of the survey,
felt implementing the ban was in
the Ixst interest of the approximate 16,000 people on campus.
"from purely a health perspective, it's a good thing to ban smoking on campus," Kimiecik said.
Decreasing cigarette consumption, lowering second hand
smoke and enhancing productivity are some of the advantages
Kimiecik has noticed so far in the
first month of the ban.
"I think smoking by itself is
■ugly," said non-smoker and Miami
student Bill Beaufait. "If you see a
group of people smoking outside
of a historic building, it lowers the
level of pride."
But not all are on board with
the new policy.
"When I realized that 1 wouldn't
be able to smoke between classes
or after tests, it kind of upset and
annoyed me." said Miami student
Andrew Sparks.

THE BGSU RESPONSE
University Board of Trustee
Chair John Harbal II said that
although the smoking ban issue
hasn't been brought before the
board yet, he welcomes the

ECONOMY
From Page 1
lending firms like Ronnie Mae
and I-reddie Mac.
But University Economics
Professor Tim Fuerst said a
government bailout might be
unavoidable at this point.
He said it is imperative for a rescue plan to be enacted so banks
could resume normal function
and begin lending again. If they
can't do that, he said, then the
financial crisis could spread from
the housingand mortgage market

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
if you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

BLOTTER

have now," she said.
"Certainly it's an issue that's
Stayden said the University
been state-wide," Harbal said.
shouldn't create one type of world
Undergraduate Student when there are smokers and nonGovernment President )ohn smokers on campus.
Waynick learned about the Miami
"It would be an infliction of
smoking ban after having lunch our freedom," said Ashley Bryan,
with Vice President of Student sophomore and smoker for four
Affairs Ed Whipple — who years. "It's a choice."
wouldn't give his opinion, but
Junior Tim Brenner said that
contributed resources concern- although he no longer smokes,
the second hand smoke doesn't
ing the controversial ban.
But while Waynick is person- really bother him.
airy following the Story himself,
"As long as people are respectthe USG senate body has not yet ful, I don't have a problem,"
discussed whether or not such a he said.
ban could ever take place at the
Harbal thinks any discussion
University.
like this is always healthy for the
"It's such a nationally polarizing campus community since the
issue, but I don't feel that USG has health of students and workers is
a stance on it yet," Waynick said. very important.
"I'm all for debate on the issue,
"I would encourage a full cambut I think it would ultimately be pus dialogue on this," he said.
up to the BGSU student body."
Harbal said the board would
Waynick noted that if a discuss the smoking issue if it was
motion for a smoking ban on the put on the meeting agenda.
University campus were popular
enough, USG would be willing
to look into a referendum that THE MIAMI RESPONSE
To have a voice in the matter,
would allow students to vote.
"We always push for the stu- Sparks co-founded the Hodge's
dent voice to be heard and |we| Smokers for Smokers group at
wouldn't push without students Miami to come together and
wanting us to," Waynick said. "If voice their frustrations over
students want to engage in dis- the policy.
The group is not asking for
cussion, we absolutely will."
And though there are a number reinstating smoking throughout
of cons that would be involved campus. Rather, they just want a
with passing a smoking ban on place where they tan light up a
campus, Waynick said it would cigarette.
"We just want smoking areas
benefit USG's campus beautification mission for this year.
on campus so that the president
"The lack of cigarette butts knows there are still people on
would be positive, but you need campus smoking," Sparks said.
to look at the legal side of the issue
Sparks has told the group
as well," Waynick said. "I wouldn't to follow the rules in hopes
feel comfortable taking away to gain cooperation from the
someone's right to stand outside opposing side.
and smoke."
Kimiecik knows this will be
Doctoral student Luther Koch a long process and a no smoksaid he would be upset with a ing policy won't go over smoothly
campus-wide smoking ban.
with everyone on campus, but
" It is unwise to alienate a specif- said the facts back up the ban.
ic group of a population because
"There are going to be chalit suggests a tyranny of the major- lenges with students and
ity of popular opinion over the employees on campus, but we
minority," Koch said.
I just figure we will deal with those
Sophomore Shena Stayden issues as they arise," he said. "It's
has been smoking for four years going to take people a long time
and said a complete smoking ban to understand this policy, but it
wouldn't be fair.
seems to be going in the right
"We should enforce the laws we direction."
discussion.

and into any area of the economy
that involves loans, such as cars
and college tuition.
But there could be a downside
to government action.
"Bailouts are always very dangerous cause they lead to bad
precedent," Fuerst said.
Hesaid bailing out Wall Street's
failing financial firms and not letting them suffer the consequences of their own "blunders" would
only lead them to repeat .such
mistakes in the future.
Fuerst compared the situation
to a college student who doesn't
learn how to budget their finances because their parents always
give them more money.
But despite this potential
precedent, Fuerst said a bailout
is still needed to protect the rest
of the economy.
"I think the worst of this is
over if the bailout is approved,"
hesaid.

BOXES
From Page 1
supplies to build box house and
prizes said David Simon, also
treasurer for the organization.
The $10 students donate will
go toward funding Habitat for
Humanity's yearly events.
"We are hoping to get a guest
speaker; this should be a fun
event," Simon said.
Habitat for Humanity will
also be holding a contest for
the most creatively decorated
box Umstead said.
"I've seen some pretty
crazy box designs including
everything from a pirate's
ship to a haunted house box,"
Umstead said.
Sawyer said students can
build their box houses any way
they want and aren't required
to stay overnight if they don't

WEDNESDAY
4:36 P.M.
Brett A. Deutschman. 20. o( Grand
Rapids, Ohio, was cited for possession of marijuana, possession
of drug paraphernalia and open
container.

THURSDAY
12:30 A.M.
Brian A Cawrse. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage possession of alcohol and
falsification within the 900 block of
Thurstin.

k

CITY
BRIEF
Smaller stores in Steve
and Barry's future
The Steve and Barry's in Bowling Green
will be one of 13 stores to remain open in
Ohio, while the other 12 will be closing
Last month Steve and Barry's was
acquired by BH S&B Holdings, a
new affiliate of investment firms Bay
Harbor Management and YonV Capital
Management, according to a Steve and
Barry's press release issued last week
Steve and Barry's will now be operating
on the go-forward plan, which is where the
chain functions on a smaller basis to reach
profitability goals, according to the press
release.
"The decision to operate with a smaller,
more productive store base is integral
to [the go-forward plan]," Andy Todd.
president of Steve and Barrys. said in the
press release.
While the Bowling Green location is not
closing, it is offering a liquidation sale like
many of the closing locations Everything
is now $498 and above, according to the
banners hung throughout the store.

6EN10HMAN I THEBGNfWt

feel up to it sleeping outside.
"The only thing we ask is
if you do leave, please return
to help tear your box down."
Sawyer said.
Umstead stressed Box City
will be strictly secured to make
participants feel safe.
"Campus police will monitor
Box City so the event will be
secure," Umstead said.
Umsteadsaidproceedsraised
from Box City will go toward
the organization's future projects which include taking trips
to help build home's for underprivileged families.
"We've been to South
Carolina, Kentucky, Miami
and other places to help build
homes," Umstead said.
Aside from Box City, Habitat
for Humanity helps to build
houses for families in both the
local area and out of state. The
group normally takes a winter

break trip and a spring break
trip to assist in building homes.
"Our ultimate goal is to raise
enough money and build a
house from the ground up for a
local family." Umstead said.
He said this will be a long
term goal for the organization
that could take several years.
Other projects the group has
planned for the year include
Trick or Treat for Change
and participating in weekend
builds. Weekend builds refers
to help assisting in building
homes for local habitat families
Sawyer said.
Habitat for Humanity meets
every Monday in 1001 of the
Business
Administration
building.
"We'd love to have you no
matter what your major or skill
level," Umstead said, "lust have
a heart to help others in the
community," Sawyer said.
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ULTIMATE SALE: Junior Bilfy Puckett
en|oys looking for Bowling Green apparel at
Steve and Barry's

CRISIS
From Page 1
holdouts, and there were indications they were waiting for
McCain to make a move before
they did.
An Obama campaign official
said the Illinois senator called
into the earlier meeting. His
campaign said Obama learned
of the tentative agreement upon
landing in Washington; he had
no immediate response.
As yesterday began, McCain
again portrayed his announced
halt to campaign events, fundraising and advertising — which
he said would begin after the
Clinton speech — as an example
of putting the country ahead
of politics. But in doing so he
also hoped to get political credit
for a decisive step on a national
crisis as polls show him trailing
Obama on the economy and slipping in the presidential race.
Despite McCain's stated campaigning hiatus, Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin, paid a highly visible visit to memorials in lower
Manhattan to those killed
in the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. However, the usual
flood of McCain campaign and
Republican National Committee
e-mails to reporters attacking
the other side slowed to a trickle.
Still, McCain campaign aides
appeared on news programs earlier in the day and it was unclear
whether all of McCain's TV ads
were off the air.
Industry officials said Obama's
campaign was inquiring about
buying airtime made available
where McCain was absent. But
McCain's campaign also has
indicated to TV stations that they
may soon return to the airwaves.
Obama's campaign derided
McCain's claim to have halted activity as a political stunt.
Spokesman Bill Burton said in a
statement: "John McCain hasn't
suspended his campaign, he only
wants us to suspend disbelief."
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CLUB VOLLEYBALL SPIKIN'IT DOWN

lama
Margie's meets
demand for
pizza delivery

RACHEL RADW4NSKI

THE BG NEWS

rheir teammates Michael MJIinqer (left midde). Stephaite Se*n (right middle) and Laven Rex (tqht) look on in

When you have computer problems,
who you gonna call? RCC
By Michelle Bosserman
Reporter

Any computer problems on-campus students have — aside from
computers being stolen — RCC
aims to help.
"RCC stands for Residential
Computing
Connection,"
Residential Network Coordinator
Sean Ward said. "The RCC assists
on-campus students with computer problems."
The main goal and purpose of
RCC is to provide students who
live on campus with technology resources and help with some
computer difficulties they might
be having.
RCC also helps connect students to the Internet.
"I used the RCC a couple times
my freshman year at Harshman,"
senior Whitney Ilaupt said. "They
did their best to figure out what
was wrong with my computer and
why I wasn't able to log on to the
Internet. They were really helpful."
Another acronym that could be
used in place of RCC could beSHS,
or Students Helping Students.
Students are the employees at
RCC. There are about 25 to 30 stu-

dents who currently work there.
"Students are hired through the
normal hiring process of postings
online on Wbrknet," Ward said.
"We look for students with customer service skills as well as technology skills and how well they
leam technology."
The student employees need
knowledge for a diverse range
of technology because RCC also
helps with minor troubleshooting
of items other than computers.
Employees do not look at every
technological item that is broken, but they do their best to help
everyone.
"I got pretty lucky when I had
computer problems because
it only took the RCC about 20
minutes to come after I called,"
sophomore Dominic Rossi said. "I
couldn't log on because the mainframe was messed up but they
fixed it pretty quick."
A technology fee is assessed to
students living on campus that
helps pay for the cost of RCC
services. RCC is also funded and
sponsored by the University.
RCC first started in 1995, when
the only residential dorm to have
Ethernet was Kreischer.

Beer pong game results in sta
By Mike G.rtity
U-Wire

A University of Montana student
remains hospitalized after he was
repeatedly stabbed over a game
of beer pong last weekend. Collan
I. Sheppard, 23, has been charged
with felony assault with a weapon and is being held on $50,000
bail. Sheppard, who is from East
Glacier, stabbed Jerry Brady
Stewart in the abdomen and the
arm, puncturing an artery after
the alleged disagreement, according to court records.
The incident occurred around
1:00 a.m. Saturday at 1117
Cleveland St., where a party was
being held and several people
were playing beer pong in the
basement. UM sophomore
Brenna Gibson said Sheppard
became angry with her over a
"house rule," a rule observed by
some who play the game that
depends on the household in
which the game occurs.
The rule prompting the
night's incident stemmed from
a "bounce back" rule, where, if
played on a ping-pong table with
an upright net, the opponent can
shoot the ball again if they catch
it after one bounce on his or her
side of the table.
"Because Collan had been being
aggressive with me, Brady (Jerry
Stewart) stepped in and told him
to calm down because it was just a
drinking game," Gibson said.
According to Gibson, Sheppard,
who was visibly drunk, turned to
Stewart and asked if he wanted
to step outside. That's when the
night got ugly.
"Witnesses at the party said
the argument escalated between
Sheppard and Stewart and
a physical fight started," court
records state.
Gibson, however, said she saw

Sheppard holding what looked
like a folding knife before the two
even made physical contact.
"He had the knife out before he
got over to Brady," Gibson said,
and added that she saw Sheppard
come at Stewart and back him
into the comer by the basement
door as partygoers rushed in to
pull him off.
After everyone drew back, she
said she saw that Stewart was
already bleeding from a large gash
in his stomach.
"Brady was up against the
wall holding in his intestines,"
Gibson said.
UM sophomores Tawni Guisti
and Hannah Hindman, who also
live at the house, said Stewart's
wounds began to bleed out immediately, forming a pool of blood on
the carpet.
Sheppard then rushed out of
the house accompanied by his
brother, Jorel Sheppard, a UM
student, before other partygoers
began to head out, according to
Hindman and court records.
With Stewart bleeding on the
basement carpet, Gibson managed to keep him awake while
staying on the phone with 911.
"He was a trooper," Guisti said.
Several hours after the incident,
Sheppard turned himself in to
Missoula police. In his appearance in Missoula County justice
Court, Sheppard's attorney,
Lance lasper, said he had reason
to believe his client, who has no
previous criminal record, acted
in self-defense.
Deputy Missoula County
Attorney Jason Marks said he
believes the eyewitness accounts
offer no backing to such a
defense.
"If the initial investigation
looked like it was self-defense,
we wouldn't have charged him,"
Marks said.
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SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

By Steve KunlcUr

Students longing for pizza, but
short on cash and time, now
have more options than ever
before.
StudentsusingtheUniversity
meal plan and the expanded
delivery of Mama Margie's
pizza can feed their craving
for pizza without leaving their
residence hall.
Mama Margie's has expanded their delivery of pizza for
students living on campus to
Conklin, Kohl and Rodgers. All
of the fraternities and sororities which fall between Conklin
and Rodgers are delivered to as
well. Students hare also been
able to receive pizza deliveries
to the Greek House's along with
Harshman and Kreischer for the
past three years.
Margaret Kimball, [Mama
Margiel, handles the pizza
making for Kreischer and the
catering for offices around the
University. While the pizza is not
available to be delivered everywhere on campus the staff is
willing to work with students
who don't live in any of the designated delivery areas by meeting them at a place convenient
for those students.
"Sometimes I have calls from
places which we don't deliver
to like Offenhauer, Mac, and
Founders but that they will
meet us at Rodgers and pick up
the pizza's there," Kimball said.
The expansion of deliveryhas come due to the popularity
with students who have seen the
delivery to other area's of campus over the years and wanted to
know if they could be included.
Magdy Abouzied. the general
manager of Kreischer Dining,
saw the demand for the delivery
ofpizzawasup.
"It was working side by side
to meet the demand," Abouzied
said.
Students who have used their
meal plan have done so to ensure
the money which is placed on
the plan by their parents doesn't
go to waste.
Aryn Bucher, a freshman
majoring in journalism, has
used the mealplan as an alternative to using cash or credit to
buy food from other places on
campus as a result of having to
carry the meal plan.
"I would rather get pizza and
use my meal plan, than have to
pay for Wendy's," Bucher said.
Similar to Bucher, Aris
Kaleps-Clark, a sophomore
majoring in English, has used
the mealplan as an alternative
to charging the meals every
month.
"For my credit card it's my
own money, and with the
mealplan (the food] has already
been paid for by my parents for
this year," Kaleps-Clark said.
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FREE USE OF OUR
AMENITIES FOR 1 DAY
419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
bgstudenttiOusing.com

THE

ENCLAVE

FREE T-SHIRT
WHEN YOU TAKE A TOUR
419.353.5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
bgstudenthousing.com

T H F

ENCLAVE

VT
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5*T55*

$1 OFF ANY
ENTREE ITEM

Available at Kreischer or Founders
Not to be redeemed with other offers. Limit one coupon per customer.
Valid 8/25/08 through 12/12/08

by Design

LOCATED AT COMMONS MARKETPLACE
Not to be redeemed with other offers. Limit one coupon per customer
Valid 8/25/08 through 12/12/08
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8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
One Earth & One Family
Relief Concert

WIRELESS

SUPERSTORES

15% Off

Kobacker Hall, Mot* Musical Arts

Building

9:30 p.m. 12 a.m.
UAO Movie: Iron Man
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8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

201 Union

U1

o
m
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GET A LIFE

8:30 am.-5:30 p.m.
Popular Culture
Conference

$1 OFF ANY
SALAD

• A

any product in the store to
BGSU Students, Faculty, Staff

ibis's)

BTSU Theater
1618 E Woosler SI »2 Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419) 353-2355 ■ www.yakelyyakDg.com

JOHN NtVNMWI HM HUH,

mRV*

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

WIRIlfSS SUMISTORIS

(Across From Taco Bell)

15% (Off _ „

vvArvw.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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any product in the store to
BGSU Students, Faculty, Staff
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FORUM

"The times are too serious to put our campaign on hold, or to ignore the full range of issues that
the next president will face."
- Senator Barack Obama on why tonight's planned presidential debate should go on as scheduled [see story pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET' How do you feel about the new Facebook?
"I hate it."

I hate it"

"It's annoying."

"I have no problem

*

with it."

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? O a suggestion for

Freshman, Undecided

STAFF EDITORIAL

NATHAN HATEM,
Freshman,
Architecture

LEIGH PENEBAKER.
Freshmaa
Undeoded

CHARLIE
BREDENFOERDER.

ALLISON BASILE.
hr.hman.
Business

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

WALKING IS STILL HONEST

To smoke or not to smoke?
Miami University of Ohio genuinely (arcs about the health of
theii students. They said so by

banning smoking on campus al
the beginning of the school year.
But they pissed off quite a few
students in the process.
lit course. Miami students are
upset, i heit 'freedoms have been
Impeded. Although 62 percent of
Miami University! nearly KUKX)
student body would welcome a
smoke-free campus, according
4o a survey conducted in Miami
University, thai still leaves 6,080
students either opposed or Inbetween.
iKiSii would certainly have
the best interest of its students in
miiitlil it c\cr considered a similar ban. but docs BGSU really
have mom to upset a significant
portion of its student Ixxly?
With main campus enrollment down nearly WXI students
from last year, taking aw a> students' right to light up would not
lie a wry w ise decision.
Before the smoking ban went

statewide in Ohio, restaurants
and bars in counties where
smoking was banned reported
losing a chunk of business to
nearby bars that still permitted
smoking.
While Miami University may
not be experiencing the enrollment issues BGSU is, it would be
interesting to see whether or not
they lose students to a school
down the road. What if BGSU
bans smoking and the University
of Toledo doesn't? What if UT
does and BGSU doesn't?
It is sad to think smoking privileges would have such an influence on students' decision to
commit to an institution of higher learning. Bui the fact is, smokcis love to smoke. Especially on
their way to class.
What about attracting nonsmokers? Unless somebody is
really opposed to second-hand
smoke, we doubt anybody would
base their decision to attend a
university or college because
smoking is prohibited.

There is no denying that cigarettes are harmful to more than
just the people smoking them.
They do kill. Cigarette buns are
also a major piece of litter on
campus. Having the best intentions for the students' health and
campus aesthetics is not a bad
thing; in fact, it's admirable.
It's a difficult issue for sure,
so we say conduct a survey. See
what the students think, See
what BGSU employees think. A
smoke-free campus certainly has
its benefits, but also its pitfalls.
So if a smoking ban would ever
be considered at BGSU. work
with the students to devise a
plan that won't create an uproar.
Designate convenient smoking areas, allow smoking in cars
with the windows down, offer
smoker-support groups, move
benches and ash trays further
from building entrances. Think
about it. Talk about it. But if an
outright ban ever does happen
at the BGSU, good luck enforcing it.

Remember there's more than
two candidates this November

f*~^

KYLE SCHMIDUN
COIUMNIS!

Anyone wini has strolled across
campus in the last two weeks or
so has likely IMIMI asked to register to uilc. With the election last
approaching, and the deadline for
registration in ()hio i inning up
(X-t. (>. I Inivcrsitv students need to

consider who they will be casting
their vote tin on Nov. 4.

Hu// on campus, whether
it be in the form ol flyers,
advertisements posted In the
(jillege I X'nincrats or (iillege
Kcpublicans. or even in the pages
of the newspaper you arc reading,
tends to favor either Sen. Barack
(tbama or Sen. lohn Met iiin
But they are not the only
options.
While it is highly improbable
that anyone Other than ()lxuna or
Met Sail] is going lo seal the (h-al
Office in 2009, the other contendeis vj Ing ftir the spot should not
betaken liglnK. votes for third parties an' often called "wasted voles''
or "s|*>ilcr voles.' with the most

notable and recent example being
Ralph Nader's alleged spoiling of
Al (tine's presidential campaign
in 2000.
Ironic ally one ofthe few
Democrats to not blame Nader
for Bush's entry into office in 2001
is Al Gore. I hough he lost Florida
by a meager 537 votes, and Nader
received nearly lOO.IXX). exit polls
showed that, were Nader not in
the election, his voles would have
dispersed almost evenly Ix'tween
Bush and Gore, with about a third
abstaining Also of note is the fact

all third party candidates on the
Florida ballot won more than
(iiircs necessary 53H votes.
I X'tiKXTats haw long rallied
against Nailer, and WOK tirelessly lirhind the scenes to keep
him from the debates. Many do

so because they are convinced
it is somehow his fault Hush is
in office. I hey need to recognize
their own inability to gather the
t icccssary vi ites, and work to earn
those votes, rather than blame
Nader for somehow stealing them.
Now, suppose their argument
is valid and all blame can he
placed on Nader for costing Gore
the election. The pressure then
moves to the I )emocrats (or the
Republicans) to adopt stances
which more closely-resemble
tin ise i if Nader. We suffer a pretty
severe deficit of democracy when
third party candidates are criticized for taking away votes from
parties which are largely unresixinsiw to popular opinion.
I his election cycle, Ralph Nader
is running as an independent,
Conner (xingressman Bob Ban
is representing the libertarian
Patty ('.ynthia McKinney is representing the (ireen fatly, and
(Ihitck Baldwin is representing
the Constitution Party Recently,
Nader, along with Rep. Ron Paul
R-Texas, appeared on Wolf Bliz.ter's
(INN program "The Situation
Room" to discuss third party presence in the election.
Nader argued that the four
Independent candidates are all
more w<irthwhile than the major
party candidates, because of their
stance on four critical issues:
foreign policy (getting the troops
out of Iraq), privacy (repeal the
PATRIOT Act), lire 'national debt
(which is only growing and is
funding the occupation of Iraq),
and the Federal Reserve being as
Nader described it, "a government
within a government." autonomous and without any democratic
influence.
On those issues, the third party
candidates are generally much
more in line with the American
people than McCain or Obama.
Though the Senators may argue
passionately over their own polic\
differences, most ofthe debate is

THE BG NEWS
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over different approaches lo the
same non-solution.
A question on many people's
minds is what the value in voting for a third party candidate
is if the candidates themselves
confess they have needy insurmountable txlds in actually
getting to the While House. Cast
your minds back, though you
may have been very young to
the rhetoric ofthe mainstream
when Bush took office.
Recall thai he won, remarkably, on a policy of non-inler\ entionism. Talk of removing
corporate strangleholds on
society and talk of cleaning up
the environment was prevalent until Sepl. 11. and this is
al least partly due to Nader's
influence. I le may not have
won the election, but the demonstration of support for him
(about 2.5% of the popular
vote) encouraged discourse on
issues of importance.
Ordinarily. I have a cynical
attitude with regard to voting
bin I care very deeply about
policies of peace and taking care
of the environment. No major
party candidate in my lifetime
has genuinely held attitudes
akin to mine and most of the
American public. So when
someone asks you to register,
do so proudly, and rather than
wasting your vole on a lesser of
two evils, use it wisely to force
attention to the issues that really
matter, and arc better represented by the largely-ignored third
party-candidates.

KEITH PAKIZ i THE BG NEWS

USG is turning around but still
has plenty of work left to do
"All this goes to show the power of student
GREG CHICK
COLUMNIST

I was wrong.
After following this year's
Undergraduate Student
Ciovemmenl regime, I stand corrected. I've done my fair share of
complaining about student government here at BGSU. and last
year gave me plenty of opportunities lo do it. These included
"Got Issues" suggestion boxes
around campus, "What's Your
Fttcon Issue?" public surveying
of students in the Union, a 21st
birthday e-mail safety warning,
a poorly updated and maintained USG Web site, and inability to garner support and interest
from the general student body.
last year's and many former
USG administrations have run
solely on a campaign platform of
communication with the student
body and a better presence on
campus. Though certainly an
admirable ambition, Ihis leaves
students with few effective and
tangible results lo see.
In contrast, here's current
USG President John Waynick.
In his campaigning letter to the
BCi News last year, he described
every presidential candidates
as saying, "that USG is broken
and they arc the ones who are
going to fix it." Instead, Waynick
focused on a small list of specific,
tangible list of outcomes he
wanted to pursue.
I lis list included a "Student Bill
of Rights," decreasing textbook
costs, giving instructor evaluations to students, improving
current transportation across
campus, and "filling a few potholes that are big enough lo gel
lost in."

leaders on campus. Though it seemed in the
past like USG could be the punching bag for
satirists and pundits for the rest of time."
And already USG has gone
above and beyond what they
promised. Who expected them
to get 1,572 signatures to petition
die city zoning code regarding
occupancy limits? How is it they
finally got a new bus stop added
downtown on the North offcampus shuttle? They've already
started a campus-wide beautification effort, helped revise the
dining meal options (including
adding my personal favorite,
Salad-by-llesigns), and adding
a painted BGSU logo on 1-75
and throughout town. It even
looks like Governor Strickland
and Chancellor Fingerhut are
helping USG complete their
promise of lowering textbook
costs with their partnership with
CoursoSmart.
/Ml Ihis goes to show die power
of student leaders on campus.
Though it seemed in the past
like USG could be the punching
bag for satirists and pundits for
the rest of time, Waynick and his
administration have righted the
ship. USG seems to be headed by
effective leadership and focused
on a clear, reachable list of outcomes.
But the party doesn't end
there. There's still plenty of work
lodo.
little has been announced
or published on the "Student
Bill of Rights." Waynick's biggest
campaign promise. Though a
lofty goal, ihis has the makings
to be the flagship of his administration. As is surely being done
right now, Waynick needs to seek

out the input of students across
campus, reaching across demographics and constituencies.
Such an important document
has the potential to have great
influence across campus and
support students in new and
effective ways. lustifiably taking
time on this project is acceptable
now, but Waynick will need to
demonstrate his efforts on this
in time.
Then there are the perennial
issues USG has to fight; student apathy, poor communication, disinterest, and cynicism
towards student government.
Certainly no single thing USG
does can fix all these, but by
continuing on the promises of
his campaign, Waynick looks
to show the utility of student
government.
If you don'l know much about
USG and want lo know more,
drop by their office on the 4th
floor ofthe Union or go lo their
General Assembly meetings
every Monday night at 7:30 in
308 Union.
Like he promised back in
March, Waynick says, "when you
have any problem or issue with
the university, your first thought
will be, 'USG can help me solve
this.'" Another lofty goal, maybe
too big of an expectation.
Bui a few months in, and he's
got my support. Does he have
yours?
-Respond to Greg al
llteneiiis@bgiieivs.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? Here's how to get in
touch with us for letters to the editor:
■
■
■
■

E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com,
Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information Center.
Call us at 419-372-6966.
Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

-Respond to Kyle at
thmwiQbgWMom

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

'

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters lo the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unvenfied information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to th*news@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before priming. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
whet discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Smith
leads
defense by
example

FIRST

TIME

By Andrew Harn.r
Assistant Sports Editor

Falcons go west to face
Wyoming's Cowboys

Corey Partridge,
Receiver

John Fletcher,
Defensive

Tackle

THE WYOMING COWBOYS Y J THE BOWLING GREEN FALCONS
The Cowboys are coming into tomorrow's game with almost the same
number of questions on offense as the Falcons. They have 14 total turnovers
through three games. The lone bright spot of the unit has been the running
game, where Devin Moore has been one of the top overall rushers in the
Mountain West Conference. This week will be all about redemption, as they
were picked apart by BYU, 44-0 last week. The Cowboys will need their
tough, stout defense to step up along with the ground game to right the ship.

After a near mistake-free win at Pittsburgh in week one, the Falcons have
taken a few steps back in their last two games, turning the ball over eight
times. Those turnovers led the improved defense to get pinned back deep in
their own territory a number of times—a situation that has made final scores
(42-17 to Minnesota. 20-7 to Boise State) look more lop-sided than they
actually were. The offense will have to get back on the same page and put up
more points in order to help the defense and pull out a win on the road.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY: BY THE NUMBERS

98.3 14 17 103.2
RUSHING YARDS-BG

TURNOVERS-WYOMING

POINTS PER GAME-BG

PASSING YARDS-WYOMING

This is one of the lower per game
averages in the MAC. An increase
in this number could mean better
results for the Falcon offense.

And you thought BG had turnover
trouble! The Cowboys have had
even more trouble holding onto the
ball so far this season.

17 points per game is like night and
day for a Falcons team that
averaged over 30 a game last year.
This unit needs to regroup.

This is right near the bottom in the
Mountain West Conference, which
is bad news for the Cowboys. The
ground game has carried the "O".

Antonio Smith knows that his
role on the Falcon defense is to
be a leader, and being one of
the 2008 captains has allowed
him to show that leadership in
a positive way that has helped
the defense improve from last
season.
As a lead by example player,
Smith doesn't get very vocal,
leaving that to the other defensive captains, but he is able to
help the defense improve by
doing the right things every day
of practice and in games.
"Times when I'm tired, I always
think people are watching me so
I have to make sure I am doing
what I'm supposed to," said
Smith of his leadership position.
So far this year, the defense has
followed his lead, showing great
improvement over last season.
The Falcons currently sit fifth
intheMid-AmericanConference
in total defense (376.7 yards per
game) and points allowed (26.3
per game) after their first three
games, and both numbers are
significantly better than last year
when BG allowed 31.3 points per
game and 409 total yards per
game through the first three
contests.
The numbers for this season
would be even better had the
offense not given the defense
poor starting position six times in
the last two games through turnovers. When the offense loses a
possession, it makes life on the
defense a whole lot harder.
"In the fourth quarter, we
were pretty much in there, but
turnovers just killed us," Smith
said of the past two games. "It's
definitely tougher to stop them
because they can kick a field
goal if you don't stop them.
"The biggest thing is turnovers.
We've given up some turnovers,
our offense has. Our defense
hasn't really gotten in the games
we've lost."
But despite that, many players
on defense, Smith included, arcwell on their way to having a
better statistical season than last
year — with the only stat not up
to par being interceptions.
Last season, the Falcons had
24 sacks the entire season. This
year, they have already piled up
19, including two from Smith
and a team high five from Diyral
Briggs. On the other end of the
spectrum, there has been just
one interception this season
compared to the 14 from last
year.
Smith, who had two of the 14
last season, addressed the lack
of interceptions as an area he
expects and wants the defense
to improve in.
"I expect everyone to be where
they're supposed to, know their
assignment and make tackles,"
Smith said. "We need to get more
interceptions."
See SMITH | Page 8

Tennis banking on
FANTASY FOOTBALL
improvements in E. Lansing
By Cr.iig Vanderkam
Reporter

BG tennis will look to improve
upon their performance from
last weekend as they travel to
East Lansing, Mich., for the
Spartan Invitational.
The Falcons are coming off a
weekend where they went 12-6
in singles and 4-5 in doubles.
"This week in practice we
predominately worked on
doubles, particularly stronger
and more aggressive net play,"
said head coach Penny Dean.
"These are just minor things
that we need to be doing a
much better job on."
This weekend's event uses a
mock dual match format where
results count toward individual
standings, but not toward the
overall team record.
The format means the
i

Falcons will be battling three
teams in singles and three
teams in doubles competition.
The Falcons are scheduled
to play Cleveland State, Detroit
Mercy and Toledo in singles
play, and Michigan State,
Marshall and Louisville in
doubles.
For BG, the doubles pairings
all remain the same.
KelseyJakupcinandChristine
Chiricosta lost their opening
doubles match last weekend,
but won their next two to finish
fifth in the BGSU Invitational.
Both the second flight of Katia
Babina and Samantha Kintzel
and the third flight of Libby
Harrison and Stefanie Menoff
finished fourth.
Chiricosta, playing in the
second singles flight, was the
See TENNIS | Page 8

THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

«*

'•

STEVE SLAT0N

The Texans have struggled with finding a
regular running back since the team's first year
in the NFL, but the rookie Slaton has shown
promise in a very short time. So far this year
he has 159 yards and a TD in two games
With Jeff Garcia aililng, Gnese has filled in
nicely for Jon Gruden and the Bucs. His 567
passing yards and three touchdowns in the
past two games have been solid.

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

BRIAN GRIESE

REGGIE BUSH

PHILLIP RIVERS

EAGLES DEFENSE

BRANDON MARSHALL

Bush is the definition of an allpurpose running back. Hes put
together back-to-back 90- yard
games and has 152 rushing yards
and 250 receiving yards to go with
his three touchdowns this season for
New Orleans.

Along with fellow AFC West QB
Jay Cutler. Rivers has been making
some noise in the passing game
despite a number of injuries. This
year he has 844 passing yards, nine
total touchdown throws and a 124.8
passer rating.

Philly's defensive unit has been a
very nice point-getter for many
a fantasy owner. They're a great
run-stuffing group that has 13 total
sacks, two fumble recoveries and an
interception, all while playing in what
may be the NFL's toughest division.

Off-the-field issues have caused
Marshall to only play in two games
this year, but he hasn't disappointed.
In his limited playing time, he's
amassed 321 receiving yards and two
touchdowns while playing with 2008
fantasy stud Jay Cutler as his QB.

I
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WHAT TO DO

I

Facebook
receives
facelift
with mixed
reactions

IN TOWN

wto:
timate Fris

One Earth &
One Family
Today from 8 p.m. -11
pm at Kobacker Hall,
the College of Musical
Arts will host a benefit
concert for the Sichuan
earthquake. Performances
include the Toledo
By Matt LIMM
Pulse Reporter

International Youth
Orchestra. Tickets are $10.

Howard's Club H
Tomorrow at 6 p.m..
Ekoostik Hookah will
perform an outdoor show.

li bough soccer, football and basketball are played separately among teams on campus, many students choose to
play a mixture of the three that thousands of
playing across the world.
^ £j|
Ultimate l-rM>cv is a lugli-ei
stamina and speed, -.o it is not a
pong and CornhoU' at parties,
play in the alicino'in sun after cl;
Playing A.UI a frtisbi e-i
writswhen a pie dish ivo
among players Tin* ift
among college and high
.ii< Hiding to wha^BB
According to www.utiimf

The jam band

officially put into print and considered a I
students from Columbia High School's school
student council put together the list of rules. At firl
called, "Frisbee Football."
These students had learned about it at a
camp in Mount Hernon, Mass., and took it bacl
high school as a fun hobby. After that, students F
toss the Frubee back and forth during lunch at l
school inJ0||irsey.
HUT yja
huort made its way around
■Uiamust' including BGSU!
its inirimutal :euin- and . lulls
ycUoiganii.,itious and others aril

By Ali.i. O'Neill
Pulse Reporter

Facebook recently received a
facelift, but when it came time to
unveil the new look, users were
not very accepting.
The new design plan was
introduced in July, and at first,
users were given the option to
switch to the new design or stay
with the old one. However, by
September, Facebook began to
eliminate that option and slowly assimilated users into the
new Facebook. By the end of
the month, all Facebook users
will be using the re-designed
Web site.
"We've made the changes
rolling out today in order to
highlight the most recent and
relevant information that users
value, give users even morecontrol and ownership over their
profiles and simplify the user
experience," Facebook founder
and CEO Mark Zuckerberg said
in a press release in July.
Some changes made included consolidating users' MiniFeeds, which allows others to
see what the user has been up
to on the Web site, and Walls,

(UU can find aftti'
jBpwtingt reen'j^n
il the Spring,

INSTRUCTIONS

incorporates psychedelic

According to www.whatisultimate.com.

rock 'n roll, blues, funk,
jazz and bluegrass.

TOLEDO
"Forbidden
Broadway"
Tomorrow at 8 p.m.,
Gerard Alessandrini's
"Forbidden Broadway"
musical will take place
at Owens Community
College. The performance
pokes fun at well-known
musicals, including

Scoring:

What you will need:

Basic rules:

■ A coin toss determines who has possession first
■ The game begins with both learns lining up at their objective goal lines. One
team will swing the Frisbee acrpss the
field to the other team, who wili try and
get it to the goal line anflong each other
■ Players cannot take any steps With the
beenhajxl they musf pass to
another player, ideally KrtyfcjwJJfhjJl «ji
doser to the goal line.
■ This is a noncontact sport. Any contact
among players can be declared as al
A foul rejulrs 'm th** other teatrfrec'
possession.
I When a toss is incomplete or nijerceptfd, a change in posse sion ac.-uis

■ A rectangular-shaped field with two end
zones at each end (like any of the fields
between the stadium and Harshman and
Kreisher dorms.)
■ A Frisbee (found at Meijer or Wal-Mart right
off of campHs.)

■ A point is score
member reachel
the rrisbee, muc .
Possession is changed when ,a point
is scored.

■ fop teansof seven players.

Winning:
t'sbtw .irri

sn'niateyin order
DfriDttfablP to

■ Whichever ream-..
■

decided bs '
ONLINE:

See FACEBOOK | Page/

"Wicked," "Chicago" and
"Movin Out.'

Salesmen
target
University
students with
rs

Chainsaw Creek
Today through Sunday
from dark until 11p.m.
at the Westfield Franklin
Park Mall parking lot,
visit four haunted houses.
The houses are called
County Morgue, Carnevil.
Haunted Prison and The
Black Swamp.

National speaker scam blasts BG
By Laura Lee Caracciolo
Pulse Reporter

ELSEWHERE
Waterville
Tomorrow from 9 a.m.4 p.m. in downtown
Waterville, enjoy carnival
rides, live entertainment,
crafts and food at the
Roche de Boeuf family
festival. Call (419) 8785188 for more information.
Perrysburg
Tomorrow and Sunday
at the Buttonwood Park/
Betty C. Black Recreation
Area, come to the 6th

On Sept. 17, the national speaker
scam hit Bowling Green when
two students were coerced into
buying a faulty set of Palermo
speakers.
Last Wednesday, seniors Eric
I legman and Tom Dundon were
in the Key Bank parking lot on
Main Street when they were
approached by two men offering to sell speakers at a shockingly low price. They claimed
they had an extra set of speakers
for sale due to a shipment error
and wanted to get them off their
hands.
Hegman and Dundon were
intrigued by the offer and listened to what the two men had
to say.
The men claimed the speakers

they were selling were worth a
few thousand dollars, and when
Hegman and Dundon said they
didn't have that kind of money
on them, the men lowered the
price to S600.
"It was really suspicious,
but they were so professional
about it," Hegman said. "They
presented us with the product
box and invoices that clearly
showed these speakers were
worth $3,000 and it was difficult
to turn down such a tempting
deal."
Hegman and Dundon told
the men they still didn't have
enough money, apologized and
attempted to walk away when
the men, once again, offered to
lower the price. Dundon said all
bee SPEAKERS I
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THE MUSIC RESONATES WITHIN: local band The Fight Within includes University students and graduate students, and are currently performing around town as they record their latest record.

The Fight Within rocks the local scene
By Sarah Ruti
Pulse Reporter

Nothing breaks the ice like a
few stories about the perils of
driving a van, KFC Snackers
with Fireworks inside and most
importantly, what students who
have never experienced winter in Northwest Ohio should
expect in the next few months.
"Wear lots of layers," The Fight
Within drummer Tommy Kerns
warns. "I'm not even kidding.

People say Chicago is the windy
city ... apparently the people
in Chicago have never been to
Bowling Green, Ohio."
Vocalist and guitarist Craig
Dickman, bassist and backup
vocalist Mark Metzger and guitarist Brad Kunz started The
Fight Within in high school,
officially beginning in 2005.
Kerns, the third drummer the
band has had. was added to
the bill shortly thereafter. All
are current University students

or grad students, so the advice
about the weather came from
personal experience.
Regardless of what the
weather may be like, if you're
looking for something to do on
a weekend, going to Howard's
for a small concert may be just
the Fix. The shows are always
pretty cheap, and it's a good
chance to listen to some new
See BAND | Page 7

Annual Woodland Native
American Gathering.

ON THE RECORD
Chick flick brings the vulgar, What
are you listening to on your music player?
1. Taylor Swift - "Love
not the humor and charm

Event features song,
dance and crafts.

THEY SAID IT

Story"

"You're about as
useful as a oneBy Aaron Helff»rich
Film Critic

legged man at
an arse kicking
contest."
i

-Rowan
Atkinson

R0TTENTOMATOCS.COM

MAKING ENEMIES: Dane Cook and Kate
Hudson miss the mark in their latest attempt at
romantic comedy.

"My Best Friends Girl"
Letter Grade: D
Rated R for strong language
and sexual content throughout,
including graphic dialogue and
some nudity.
Runtime: 110 min.
Starring: Dane Cook. Jason
Biggs. Kate Hudson and Alec
Baldwin
Greeted by Howard Deutch

K

One of the main problems
surrounding romantic comedies is they don't apply to
all types of audiences. At the
same time, rude and raunchy
comedies attract viewers that
chick flicks don't necessarily
get. In an attempt to strike a
middle ground between these
drastically different forms of
comedy, Dane Cook takes his
raunchy stand-up comedy
routine and applies it to the
formulaic comedy of "My Best
Friend's Girl."
Since his introduction into

2. Secondhand
Serenade - "Fall For You"

Savannah Buck
Freshman
Atwater, Ohio

See COMEDY | Page 7

1

I.

3. Lil' Wayne -"Lollipop"
4. Taylor Swift -"Our
Song"
5. Fall out Boy -"I Don't
Care"
"Depending on my
mood is what kind of
music I listen to. It helps
me get stuff done too,
listening to music."

A
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he could take out was $200.
The men quickly talked it over
and approved the price.
After the verbal agreement
was made, Dundon walked
to his ATM and took out the
money. When he returned, the
transaction was completed
but without a receipt. Once
the purchase was finalized,
the two men asked for extra
cash to buy beer, but Hegman
and Dundon said "no" and
headed home with the speakers in hand.
"When we got home I wanted to research the speakers,
see how much they were going
for online, and inquire about
the company because I had
never heard of the brand name
before," Hegman said. "To my
amazement, I stumbled across
a Web site where this brand
was involved in a scam across
the nation. As odds would
have it, we were a part of the
scam."
After further research,
Dundon and Hegman found
blogs where fellow victims had

■ BB King
■ Grade | A-

"ONE KIND FAVOR
WHAT KYLE SCHMIDLIN THINKS:
In the world of electric blues playing, three men
are King; Albeit. Freddie and BB. Of these, only
BB remains, and on his latest album. "One Kind
Favor,' he displays, as strong as he ever has. his
southern blues roots.
So well-known in the '60s and 70s as an
ambassador of smooth blues. King carries on
that tradition to the present. However, this
is a much more nostalgic B B than came to
prominence with smooth blues like "The Thrill
is Gone." instead, on "One Kind Favor" King
embraces and pays tribute to those who paved
the way before him. The material is all culled
from veteran bluesmen. some of whom died
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"...I want to make sure the scammers
don't get away with it again and that other
students don't make the same mistake and
get taken advantage of." •

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

8 1 7
2

Tom Dundon I Student

written about identical cases
of this transaction happening in North Carolina, Texas
and many other states. Every
detail was the same down to
the scammer's request for beer
money.
The stereo system appeared
brand new, unopened and
legit and although the speakers worked, the quality was
not professional as stated on
the box, and was definitely not
worth $3,000 or even $200.
"It was bad judgment on
my part and in retrospect I
wouldn't have bought the
speakers," Dundon said. "But
1 did and now I want to make
sure the scammers don't get
away with it again and that
other students don't make the
same mistake and get taken
advantage of."
Hegman and Dundon got

lucky that it was only $200.
Blogs showed many people
had spent several hundred to
thousands of dollars on the
same defective speakers only
to find they had been completely ripped off.
Don't fall victim to this
crime. Protect yourself from
fraud by becoming aware of
the signs and strategies of
these scammers.
The two men were
Caucasian, driving a black
CMC truck, using the alias of
Nick and Josh, selling Dynasty
& Palermo speakers, around
20 years of age, claiming to
be from Parma and using a
false company name called
PTS. They are also known to
approach people in bank parking lots for quick, easy access
to money and they specifically
target college students.

long before King even began his career, lie
"Blind" Lemon Jefferson.

BAND

The performances here are all extremely
competently performed. King makes good
use of veteran session ace Jim Keltner for the

From Page 6

drums, but aside from him. most of the musicians are relative unknowns The album is pure

music, support the local scene
and hang out with a couple of
local musicians. To bands like
The Fight Within, this offers
an opportunity to play to old
friends, hopefully gain a few
new fans and get their name
out there a little more.
The band is currently
unsigned, but it doesn't mean
they haven't been looking
around for a label to sign with.
"We've been 'shopping'
around for labels," Kerns said,
"but it's kind of difficult to get a
deal if you don't know the right
people."
He went on to explain that
sometimes it didn't even have
anything to do with knowing the right people — sometimes it has more to do with
being in the right place at the
right time.
"You never know when there
might be a label owner in the
crowd that you're playing for,"
he said.
That small issue doesn't stop
them from playing all over
the place, and it doesn't stop
people from coming out to see
them. The band's catchy rock
music and high energy shows
draw crowds of all sizes, and
even on small stages they
manage to completely own
the space they're playing on.
They've played for large crowds
at Peabody's in Cleveland,
the Axis in Lima and also for
smaller crowds at venues like
Howard's.
"Howard's is probably

B B_ and his voice just gets better and more
sincere with age. As always with King, his lead
playing captures elements of the human soul
that few other musicians can ever truly access
Still, there's a slightly tougher edge to this
album than has been In King's output of late.
It's as though pait of his tribute to his idols is
embracing the rougher edge so characteristic of
the blues King is drawing from as inspiration for
this album Individually, the songs don t make
any real special impression, but as an example
of a man so iconic paying homage to the Kons
so dear to him. the album leaves an indelible
stamp on the soul. It's King at his most humble,
and it's a far cry from riding in limousines with
Erk Clapton

■ Four Finger Five

■ Grade | C

"FOUR FINGER FIVE"
WHAT KYLE SCHMIDLIN THINKS:
Beating an ironic name for a tno. Michrgans Four
Finger Five is a band that could one day become
a major force on their particular music scene.
Defining exactly what the scene is. however,
might prove challenging, as they jam around
freely in jazz. funk, soul and rock settings
On 200rs self-titled "Four Finger Five" the
band explores all their influences, and they sound
like some type of amalgamation of Derek Trucks

"You never know
when there might
be a label owner in
the cfowd..."
Tommy Kerns | Drummer

our favorite place to play."
Dickman said.
Even though the size of the
crowd often varies, Kerns says
it's always cool that people
show up to give their support.
No matter the amount of people
that are there, the band always
plays their hardest and gives
the best show they can.
"We once played a show
in Nashville where there was
nobody there but the other
bands," Kerns said. "It was
probably one of the best shows
that we've ever played."
The band has an EP out, but
Metzger says to expect something else in the near future.
"Currently we're taking a
break from touring and just
playing some local shows to
keep us somewhat busywhile
we write and record ournext
album." he said. "We're super
excited about these songs
because they're going to be a
whole new sound for us, so keep
your eyes open for big things to
come from us."
You can check out The Fight
Within at their MySpace,
and see them on Oct. 13 at
Howard's, where they'll join
local bands Against The Fire,
Keep It Together and friends 1 lit
The Lights, for what's sure to be
an amazing show.

and Robert Randolph They are aided on this
outmg by a host of session musicians, providing
horns to much of the songs and several enter-

Hogwarts and Middle Earth
101 on MTV

taining saxophone solos. Indeed, it is the playing
of these side men which makes the afcum so
enioyable - Kari Denson's saxophone is so key to
so much of the music here that it's a wonder they
don't enlist him as a full-time member
Unquestionably, the highlight of the album rs
the inspired "Not Your War." which features the

By Alexander Rolli*

previously mentioned Denson and several other

U-Wire

guest musicians, including trumpeters and an
organist The groove is mellow, but lively, and the
performances are inspired. Joe SturgilTs voice is

OnThursday.Sept. 18, professor
of English literature Melinda
Finberg's first-year seminar
"Battling Against Voldemort"
was filmed by MTV as part of
a segment on the phenomenon
of "Harry Potter" books appearing in college curricula.
The class, which studies
J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter"
series in addition to a number of other related texts such
as J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of the
Rings" and Phillip Pullman's
"His Dark Materials" trilogy,
attempts to "understand why

merely passable - certainly theres nothing truly
offensive about it. but is not particularly convincing on most tracks.
Still, the band does have a uniquely Detroit
sound to them, and they will only improve
with age. Everyone m the band is an extremely
competent musician, but unfortunately, studio
jamming is not their forte, and the record suffers
from too few instances of inspired songwnting.
Most of what is here is simply a structure for a
jam to take place in. and though they are good,
they may not be exciting enough to really match
their superior contemporaries. Be on the lookout
for them m the future, however, because they
could easily blossom into a ruche of their own.
given time to mature.

we are driven to invent stories
about battling inhuman powers to learn what it means to be
human," according to its course
description. It was filmed as an
example of the use of Harry
Potter in an English literature
class. At other schools MTV
filmed the books being used in
other academic disciplines like
religion and history.
Only one cameraperson
stayed in the room with the
students while they discussed
the fifth book of the series,
"Harry Potter and the Order of
the Phoenix." "The filming was
as smooth as could be," Finberg
said.
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SUOOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

From Page 6

FACEBOOK
From I

the place on a profile where
users can leave comments for
one another. Designers also
added new tabs to users' profiles that divides information
into categories.
The Web site, with over 100
million users worldwide, saw
an almost immediate backlash. Numerous Facebook
groups such as "1,000,000
Against the New Facebook
Layout!"and "Petition Against
the New Facebook" popped
up to form a grassroots campaign against the new design.
Today, those two groups have
over 2 million and 1 million
members respectively.
Groups also formed to allow
users to switch back to the old
Facebook design by adding
an application to their profile.
However, the quick fix was
only temporary and many
people found themselves
stuck with the new design
again.
University
freshman
Mackenzie Clawson is on the
fence as to whether or not
she believes the Facebook
groups' protests will garner
any results. Nevertheless, she
estimates she is a member of
at least three of those groups.
"One group said Facebook
listened to them before,"
Clawson commented. "So
maybe they will listen again."
Those same anti-Facebook
groups prompted University
sophomore
Chelsea
Schumann to create her own
Facebook group. After logging onto the social networking site and receiving eight
requests to join anti-Facebook
groups, Schumann created
the group "I do not feel passionately either way about the
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"I think I check
Facebook more
freguently now just
to check its growth."
Chelsea Schumann | Student

new Facebook."
"Within the first ten minutes
two people I didn't know from
Arizona joined," Schumann
said. "Organized apathy, now
that's a tough sell."
Her group has now grown
to over 100 members within
its first week of existence and
includes members from all
over the country.
"I think I check Facebook
more frequently now just to
check its growth," Schumann
laughed.
Schumann is not against
Facebook's new look, in fact
she said she didn't even
notice until someone asked
if she had seen the new
Facebook yet.
"You just click on different things to get to the same
place," Schumann explained.
The extra clicking and additional tabs on the Web site
is exactly what Clawson and
many others don't like about
Facebook's re-design.
"I think it's really confusing because your stuff isn't
all on one page, it's on four,"
Clawson said. "Same with
other people's pages, you used
to just be able to scroll down
and see everything."
Despite protests from users,
Facebook still has the number
one spot among social networking sites worldwide.
Love it or hate it,
Facebook still appears to
be an obsession.
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CONGRATULATIONS
MEMBERS

Laura Arch

Melissa Henehan

Jessica Peternelj

Sarah Boisture

Jasmin Hinerman

Amanda Rees

Deavin Bowser

Jordan Kenney

Danielle Spaetzel

Nichole Ditzel

Cara Lentz

Caroline Stobbe

Shay Galley

Krista Long

Tara Tarasenko

Carestin Glorioso

Holly Magnan

Kate Thompson

Sydney Goodwill

Nina Mayer

Sarah Gruss

Kayla McCallister

Tiffany Tindall
Nicole Walsh

Brittany Hartory

Lauren Meiring

Rachele Wastlake

Melissa Moynihan
4U-K1H1I

4MHM
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COMEDY
movies, Dane Cook has failed
to gain a grip on reasonable
and relevant film roles. By
always insisting on connecting
his vulgar stand-up routines to
feature films, Cook may have
finally traveled as far as his
characters can go. His character. Tank, is paid to take women
on the worst dates of their lives
just so the ex-boyfriends who
hired him have a chance to be
seen as the good guy again. As
he is approached by his best
friend Dustin (Jason Biggs) for
his services. Tank finds himself
in a moral dilemma when he
falls for Dustin's ex, Alexis (Kate
Hudson).
By trying to be two things at
once, "My Best Friend's Girl"
fails to be anything significant
for either form of comedy. As
a raunchy comedy about a
man who makes a living being
obnoxiously offensive. Cook's
humor adds a double dosage
of offensiveness to an already
unbearable premise. With this
combination, Cook leaves linlc
room for laughs and more
room for unnatural situations.
Along with being a poorly
constructed raunchy comedy,
"My Best Friend's Girl" even
fails on the opposite side of the
comedy spectnim 1))' being
a miserably drawn out story
about relationship troubles. As
Dustin's pathetic desperation
takes a turn to annoyance as
harshly as Tank offends, the
characters become anything
but screen-worthy. By immediately constructing characters
we could care nothing about,
their vying efforts to gain the
love of Alexis grow tiresomely
meaningless.
If any good can come out of
this film, it's in a scene where
Tank decides to embrace his
bad-boy image to the tune
of Johnny Cash's "The Man
Comes Around." But, after
30 seconds of slow-motion
bliss, we realize this new rum
of events adds a 20 minute
cop-out of blatant vulgarity to
a film that could have easily
ended on a reasonable note.
With so many inconsistencies
and humdnim performances,
this star vehicle for an egotist
comedian is best defined by its
main character's name.

1
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How to:
play Ultimate Frisbee

One Earth &
One Family
Today from 8 pm -11
p.m. at Kobacker Hall,
the College of Musical
Arts will host a benefit
concert for the Sichuan
earthquake Performances

\

include the Toledo
By Matt Llaue,

International Youth

Pi,i i

Orchestra Tickets are $10

Mtbnugh soccer, football and basketball are played separate!) among teams on campus, many students choose ti i
play ,i mixture oi the three that thousands ol people arc
playing across the world.
Ultimate Irishce is a high-energy spoil demanding
stamina and -.peed, so it is not a good substitute lor beei
pong and ( nrnhnlc.it parlies, hut rather a good sport to
play in theuiicrnoon sun after classes are over
Claying with a Frisbee originated from earlier centimes when a pie dish would be tossed back and forth
among playei s. The game of Ultimate I rishee originated
among college and high school campuses in the 1960s,
,u ruiding to whutisultimate.com.
\ccording to wvvw.ulliinatefrisbee.com, the game was

Howard's Club H
Tomorrow at o p m.
Ekoostik Hookah will
perform an outdoor show.
The jam band

officially pul into print and considered ,i spori uhfK
students from Columbia High school's school papwand
student council pul together the list of rules. At Hi-t.it was
called. "Frisbee Football."
These students had learned ahum n .::
summer
camp In Mount llernnn, Mass., and took it bacMO their
high school as a Inn heihhy. \ltei dial, siudents began to
toss the I risbec hack and forth during lunch at ihe high
school in Newjerscv.
Over time, the spoil made ils way around I In country and onto college campuses, including ItdMl The
University also has intramural icons and club- that
play among the Greek organizations and others aiouiid
campus.
Grab all the friends you can find after classes, and go
out and give this game a try before Bowling Green's win
UVweather keeps yon indoors until the Spring.

Ry Ah•,..., O N.ill
Pulse Ren
Facebook recently received a
facelift, hut when it came lime to
unveil lire new look, users were
not very accepting.
I he new design plan was
introduced in Inly, and al liisi
users wen' given the option to
switch to the new design oi staj
with the old one. However, bj
September, Facebook began to
eliminate thai option and slow
ly assimilated users into the

INSTRUCTIONS AND RULES

incorporates psychedelic

new Facebook. By the end of
the month, all Facebook users
will be using the re-designed

According to wwwwhatisultimate.com.

rock n roll, blues, funk,
jazz and bliieqrj~s

Basic rules:
■

TOLEDO
"Forbidden
Broadway"
Tomorrow at 8 p.m..
Gerard Alessandrini's
"Forbidden Broadway
musical will take place
at Owens Community
College. The performance
pokes fun at well-known
musicals, including

> ■. who has posses-

sion '
■ I he game begins with both teams lingoal lines. One
team will swing the Frisbee across the
the other team, who will try and
■

get it to the goal line among each other.
lyei
annot take any steps with the
Frish
- '
iss to

anotl *er player, ideally someone who is
closer to the goal line.
■ Tins is a noncontact sport. Any col

What you will need:

Scoring:

■ A rectangular-shaped field with two end
zones at each end (like any of the fields
between the stadium and Harshman and
Kreisher dorms.)
■ A Frisbee (found at Meijer or Wal-Mart right
off of campos)
■ Two teams of seven players.

■ A i

"We've made the changes
lolling OUt today in order to
highlight the most recent and
relevant information that users
value, give users even mine con
11ol and ownership over their
profiles .m\\ simplify the usei
experience." Facebook foundei

member re.i • ■ - the goal lin
the Frisbee, much like a touchdown.
Possession is changed when a point
is scored.

Winning:

■ To toss a Fiisbee <imong teammates in order
to score qoais in a fashion comparable to

■ Whichever team scores the most
points over a given number of time,
decided by the two t. v«>" wiris

football.

Website.

■ j when a lean

Objective:

dated ..afoul.
,i11 receiving

A'.

'it

.sion.
■ VY
■ plete Or mieicepted, a change in possession occurs

Facebook
receives
facelift
with mixed
reactions

and CEO MarkZuckerbergsaid
in a press release in Inly.
Some changes made included consolidating users' MiniFeeds, which allows others to
see what the user has been up
10 on the Web site, and Walls,

ONLINE:

See FACEBOOK | Page 7

"Wicked." "Chicago" and
"Movin Out.

Salesmen
target
University
students wi
faulty speakers

Chainsaw Creek
Today through Sunday
from dark until 11 p.m
at the Westfield Franklin
Park Mall parking lot,
visit four haunted houses.
The houses arc called
County Morgue. Carnevil.
Haunted Prison and The
Black Swamp

National speaker scam blasts BG
By Laura Leo Caracciolo

ELSEWHERE
Waterville
Tomorrow from 9 a.m4 p.m. in downtown
Waterville. enjoy carnival
rides, live entertainment.
crafts and food at the
Roche de Boeuf family
festival. Call (419) 878
5188 for more information.

Perrysburg
Tomorrow and Sunday
at the Buttonwood Park/
Betty C Black Recreation
Area, come to the 6th

On Sept. 17. the national speakei
scam hit Howling Green when
two siudents were i oerced into
buy ing a faulty sel ol Palermo
speakers,
I .ist Wednesday seniors I ric
I legman and Ibm Dundon were
in the Key hank parking lot on
Main Street when they were
approai hed In two men offer
ing to sell speakers at a shockingly low price, I hey claimed
Ihej had an extra sel ol speakers
for sale due to a shipment error
M\K\ wanted to gel them oil their
hands.
I legman and Dundon were
intrigued bj the otter and lislened lii whal the two men had

the) were selling were worth a
leu thousand dollars, and when
I legman and Dundon said they
didn't have that kind ol money
on them, Ihe men lowered Ihe

SARAH RUTZ

THE MUSIC RESONATES WITHIN:

I graduati

ludeni

price to $600
"It was really suspicious,
hut they were so professional
about it." I legman said. "They
presented us with the product
box and invoices thai clearly
showed these speakers were
worth 53,000 and it was difficult
lo turn down such a tempting

deal."
I legman and Dundon told
thi' men they still didn't have
enough money, apologized and
attempted in walk away when
Ihe men. once again, ottered to
lower the price. Dundon said all
See SPEAKERS
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I he men (laimed the speakers

he Fiqht Within rocks the local scene
By Sarah Rut;

Nothing breaks ihe ice like a
lew stories about the perils ol
driving a van. kit Snackers
with fireworks inside and most
importantly, whal students who
have never experienced w Inter in Northwest Ohio should
expect in the next lew months.
"Wcarlolsol layers." I he I ight
Within drummer rommy Kerns
warns. "I'm not even kidding.

People say t hicagois ihe windy
city ... apparently ihe people
in Chicago have never been lo

Bowling Green. Ohio."
MM .dist and guitarist Craig
Dickman, bassist and backup
VOCalisI Mark Mel/gei and guitarist lii.id Knn/ started I he
I ighl Within in high school,

officially beginning in 2005.
Kerns, the third drummei the
hand has had. was added lo
the hill shortly (hereafter. All
are current University siudents

or grad students, so ihe advice
about the weather came from

personal experience,
Regardless ol whal the
weather may he like, it you're
looking lot something to do on
a weekend, going to Howard's
tor a small concert may he jusi
the ii\. I In- shows are always
pretty cheap, and ils a good
chance lo listen to some new
BAND

Annual Woodland Native
American Gathering.

ON THE RECORD
Chick flick brings the vulgar, What
are you listening to on your music player?
1. Taylor Swift - "Love
not the humor and charm

Event features song,
dance and crafts.

"You're about as
useful as a onelegged man at
an arse kicking
contest."
-Rowan
Atkinson

ROITENIOMAtOtSCOH

MAKING ENEMIES:
Hudson
romantic comedy

Kite
itti mplal

MOVIE

One of the main problems
surrounding romantic comedies is they don'i apply to
all types of audiences. At the

By Aaron H.lf f.rich
F.'mCr.tit

same lime, rude and raunchy
comedies attract viewers that
chick flicks don't necessarily

"My Best Friend's Girl"
Letter Grade: D
Rated R for strong language
and sexual content throughout,
including graphic dialogue and
some nudity.
Runtime: 110 mm.
Starring: Dane Cook, Jason
Biggs. Kate Hudson and Alec
Baldwin
Directed by Howard Deutch

Story"
2. Secondhand
Serenade '"Fall For You"
3. Lil' Wayne -"Lollipop"
4. Taylor Swift "Our
Song"

gel. In an attempt lo strike a

5. Fall out Boy -"I Don't
Care"

middle ground between these

drastically different formsof
comedy, Dane Cook takes his
raunchy stand-up comedy
routine and applies it to the

formulaic comedy of "My Best
Friend's Girl."
Since his introduction into
See COMEDY | Page 7

Savannah Buck
Freshman
Atwater. Ohio

"Depending on my
mood is what kind of
music I listen to. It helps
me get stuff done too,
listening to music."

PULSE
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ALBUM
REVIEWS

WHAT KYLE SCHMIDUN THINKS:
. ; :t.reen«n
■ ivB Of these, only
'One Kind
■'

-■stools

'

n the'60s and 70 •
meson

ambuss*!
■

E B linn Crime to
I
• rd Ftwor.'King
tribute to those..
■II culled
"i1 of whom died
■ e«. like

from veti" ■

he could lake out was S200.
I he men quickly talked it over
and approved the price.
After the verbal agreement
was made, Dundon walked
to his ATM and took out the
money. When he returned, the
transaction was completed
but without a receipt. Once
the purchase was finalized,
the two men asked for extra
cash to buy beer, but 1 legman
and Dundon said "no" and
headed home with the speakers in hand.
"When we got home I wanted to research the speakers,
see how much they were going
for online and inquire about
the company because I had
never heard of the brand name
before," I legman said. "To my
amazement I stumbled across
a Web site where this brand
was involved in a scam across
the nation. As odds would
have it. we were a part of the
scam."
After further research,
Dundon and I legman found
blogs where fellow victims had

comport
drums, b»H

•
written about identical cases
of this transaction happen
ing in North Carolina. Texas
and many other stales. Every
detail was the same down to
I he scammers request for beer

money.
The stereo system appeared
brand new, unopened and
legit and although the speak
ers worked, the quality was
not professional as staled on
the box, and was definitely not
worth $3,000 or even $200.
"It was had judgment cm
my part and in retrospect I
wouldn't have bought the
speakers." Dundon said. "Bui
I did and now I want to make
sure the scammers don't get
awa) with it again and that
other students don't make the
same mistake and get taken
advantage of."
I legman and Dundon got

lew ol
■

BAND
From Page 6

■

l "
King* output of late.
It'sas though part of hfitril utel
embracing the routjiie edge so chardCtensbC ol
.

"You never know

music, support the local scene
and hang out with a couple of
local musicians. To bands like
The light Within, this offers
an opportunity to play to old
friends, hopefully gain a lew
new fans and get their name
out there a little more.
The band is currently
unsigned, but it doesn't mean
I hey haven't been looking
around for a label to sign with.
"We've been
shopping'
around for labels." Kerns said,
"hut it's kind of difficult to get a
deal if you don't know the right
people."
He wenl on to explain thai
some) i mes it didn'l even have
anything to do with knowing the right people — sometimes it has more to do with
being in lhe right place at the
righi time.
"You never know when there
might be a label owner in the
crowd that you're playing for,"
he said.
That small issue doesn't stop
them from playing all over
the place, and it doesn't stop
people from coming out to see
them. The band's catchy rock
music and high energy show's
draw crowds of all sizes, and
even on small stages they
manage to completely own
the space they're playing on.
They've played for large crowds
at i'eabody's in Cleveland,
the Axis in Lima and also for
smaller crowds at venues like
Howard's.
"Howard's
is probably

i'

this album Individually, the songs don't make
• m example
mage to the icons
so dear to him. the album leaves an indelible
stamp on the soul It's King at his most humble,
and it s <i far cry I
apton

■ Four Finger Five
■ Grade | C

FOUR FINGER FIVE"
WHAT KYLE SCHMIDUN THINKS:
|ins Four
i1 tone day become
a major force on I
i -eerie
DefirniKj-"-ne is. however.
n»qhtprovechj!lt:i
n .round
i : rod settings
On ?0OA selftitled Tour Finger Five" the
■ rhey sound
lie some!, i
* -i of Derek Trucks
and Robert Randolph They are aided on this
I lost of session musicians, providing
loins to much of the songs rind several entertaining saiophone solos Indeed, if is the playing
of these side men which makes the album so
Karl Densons saxophone is so key to
so much of the music here th.il it's a wonder they
■ -member

luckj thai ii was onlj $200
Blogs showed main people
had spent several hundred lo
thousands of dollars on the
same defective speakers only
to find they had been completely ripped off,
Don'i fall victim to ibis
crime. Protect yoursell from
fraud in becoming aware of
ihe signs and strategies of
ihese scammers,
The
two
men
were
Caucasian, driving a black
I >MI truck, using the alias of
\u k and losh, selling Dynasty
Si Palermo speakers, around
20 years Ol age. claiming to
be from Parma and usmg ,i
false company name called
Pis. They are also known to
approach people in hank parking lots for quick, easj access
in mone) and the) specifically
target college students.

Ft om PiKje o

be a label owner in

movies, Dane Cook has failed
in gain a grip on reasonable
and relevant Dim roles. By
always insisting on connecting
his vulgar stand-up routines to
feature films. Cook maj have
finally traveled as far 21s his
characters can go. His character, lank, is paid to lake women
on the worst dates of theh lives
jusi so the ex boyfriends who
hired him have a chance to be
seen ;is the good guy again. As
he Is approached bj his best
friend Dustin llason Biggs foi
In-, services, rank findshimsell
in a moral dilemma when he
falls for Dustin'sex, Alexis (kale
I ludson).
By trying to be nvo things ai
once, "My Best I riend'sGirl"
fails lo be anything significant
foreithet form "ii omedy. As
a raunchy corned) about .1
man who makes 21 living being
obnoxiously offensive, Cook's
I11111101 adds a double dosage
ol offensiveness to an already
unbearable premise. With this
combination, < Jook leaves little
room for laughs and more
room lor unnatural situations
\long with being a poorly
constructed raunchy comedy,
"My Best Friend's Girl" even
fails on the opposite side oi the
comedy spectrum by being
21 miserably drawn oul story
about relationship troubles, As
I Histin's pathetic desperation
takes a nun 10 annoyance as
harshly 21s rank offends, the
character s become anything
but screen-worthy. B) immediate!) constructing characters
we could i2ire 111 idling about.
their vying efforts to gain ihe
loveol Mexisgrowtiresomeiy
meaningless.
If any good can come out ot
this film, it's in a scene where
Tank decides 10 embrace his
bad boy image to the tune
oflohnny Cash's" I he Man
( nines Around.' Hill, alter
30 seconds of slow-motion
bliss, we realize this new turn
ol events adds a 20 minute
i op oul iii blatant vulgarityto
21 tiliai thai could have easily
ended on 21 reasonable note
With so man) inconsistencies
and humdrum performances,
this si2ti whii le for an egotist
comedian is besi denned l>\ its
main character's name.

the crowd..."
.
our favorite place to play,"
Dickman said.
Even though the size of the
crowd often varies, Kerns ,-.i\il's always cool that people
show up to give their support.
No matter theamount of people
thai are there, the hand always
plays their hardest and gives
the best show they can.
"We once played a slum
in Nashville where there was
nobody there but the other
bands." Kerns said. "It was
probably one ol the best shows
that we've ever played."
The band has an EPout, but
Metzger says to expect some
thing else in the near future.
"Currently we're taking a
break from touring and just
playing some local shows to
keep us somewhat busy while
we write and recoid our liexl
album," he said. "We're super
excited about these snugs
because they're going to be a
whole new sound for us, so keep
your eyes open Inr big things in
come from us.
You can check out I he I igln
Within at their MySpace,
and see them on Oct. 13 at
Howard's, where they'll join
local bands Against I he Fire,
keep It Together and ft tends I lii
The lights, for what's sure to he
an amazing show.

By Alexander Rollic
U-Wire
On Thursday. Sept. Ill, professor
of English literature Melinda
linberg's first-year seminar
"Battling Against Voldemort"
was filmed by MTV as part of
a segment on the phenomenon
of "I larry Potter" hooks appearing in college curricula.
The class, which studies
J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter"
series in addition to a number of other related texts such
as l.R.lf. Tolkien's "Lord of the
Rings" and Phillip Pullman's
"His Dark Materials" trilogy,
attempts to "understand why

uimquery Detroit
sound to them and they wirl only improve
with age Everyone in the band is an extremely
competent musician, but unfortunately, studio
iK>t then forte, and the recoid suffers
from too few instances of inspired songwnting.
Most of what is here is Simply a structure for a
■. and Though they aie good.
. Ot be exciting enough to leally match
their superIOI contemporary. Be on the lookout
for them in the future, however, because they
could easily blossom into a ruche of the* own.
given time to mature

we are driven to invcni stories
about battling inhuman powers to learn what il means IO Inhuman." according to itst ouisc
description. Ii was filmed as an
example of the use of Harry
Potter in an English literature
class. At othet schools MIV
filmed the books being Used in
other academic disciplines like
religion and history.
Only one cameraperson
stayed in the room with the
Students while they discussed
tin- fifth book of the series.
"Harry Potter and the Order ol
the Phoenix. I he filming was
as smooth as could be." linberg
said.
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SUDOKO
fo play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

E I 8 I
I 9 S L
L > 6 £
s 8 E t>
6 L V Z
Z I 9 «
9 5 L «
8 6 I 9
V e I 6

9
V
I
6
I
8
£
S

6
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1

S

t

L

8 £ 6 I
S1 I 8 9

9 L I I
E 9 S 8
L 6 i V
V

Z

I

6

Zlt> L I
8

9

s

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PfflZBUDOKU.coM
FACEBOOK
From Page 6
the place on a profile where
users can leave comments for
one another. Designers 2ilso
added new tabs to users' profiles that divides information
into categories.
The Web site, with over Kill
million users worldwide, saw
2111 almost immediate backlash. Numerous Facebook
groups such as "1,000,000
Against the \™ Facebook
I ayout! and "Petition \gainsl
the New Facebook" popped
up to form 21 grassroots campaign against the new deign
Inclav, those two groups have
over 2 million and I million
members respectively,
Groups also formed to allow
users to switch back to the old
Facebook design by adding
an application to their profile.
However, the quick fix was
only temporar) 21111I many
people found themselves
stuck with the new design
again.
University
freshman
Mackenzie Clawson is on the
fence ;is to whether or not
she believes the facebook
groups protesis will garner
any results. Nevertheless, she
estimates she is 21 membei of
211 leasl three oft hose groups.
"One group said lacehook
listened to them before.'
clawson commented. "So
maybe 1 hey will listen again."
rhose same ami facebook
groups prompted University
sophomore
Chelsea
Schumann to create her own
Facebook group. After logging onto 1 lie social networking sile and receiving eighl
requests to join ant i-Facebook
groups. Schumann created
the group "I do not feel passionately eitherwa) about the

"I think I check
Facebook more
frequently now just
to check its growth."
new I acebook."

"Withinthefirsttenminutes
two people 1 didn'l know from
Arizona joined." Schumann
said. "Organized apathy, now
that'sa tough sell."
Her group has now grown
tn mer lot) members within
us insi week ol existence and
includes members from 21II
over the country.
"1 think I check lacehook
more frequentl) now just 10
check iis growth." Schumann
laughed,
St humann i~ noi againsi
Facebook's new look, in fai 1
she said she didn'l even
notice until someone asked
if she had seen the new
Facebook yet.
"You jusi click on diffei
en) things to gel to the same
plan1. Schumann explained
The extra clicking and addi
lional tabs on the Web sitl
is exactly whai Clawson and
mam others don'i like about
l-'ai I'hook - re design.
"I think it's really confus
ing because your stuff isn'l
all on one page, it's on four,"
Clawson said. "Same with
Other people's pages. \ oil used
to just be able to scroll down
and see everything."
Despite protests from users,
Facebook still has the numbei
one spin among social networking sites worldw ide.
Love ii
or hate it
I ,u ebook still appears to
be an obsession.
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CONGRATULATIONS

Xl'De

MEMBERS

Jessica Pelernelj

Sarah Boisture

Melissa Henehan
jasmin Hinerman

Deavin Bowser

Jordan Kenney

Danielle Spaetzel

Nichole Ditzel

Cara Lentz

Caroline Stobbe

Shay Galley

Krista Long

Tara Tarasenko

Carestin Glorioso
Sydney Goodwill

Holly Magnan

Kate Thompson

Nina Mayer

Tiffany Tindal I

Sarah Gruss

Kayla McCallistcr

Nicole Walsh

Brittany Hartory

Lauren Meiring

Rachele Wast lake

Laura Arch
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COMEDY

when there might

Hogwarts and Middle Earth
101 on T

Unquestionably, the highlight of the album is
the inspired N
(ihch features the
previously mentioned Denson and several other
guestmu . ■
- .rnd*.
organist The groove is mellow. Kit lively, and the
performances are inspired Joe Sturgills voice is
merely passable - certainly iheies nothing tiury
"
. foul it but is not particularly convncing on most tracks

8

students don't make the same mistake and
get taken advantage of

'■

•iimely
• "g makes good
•
> - for the
most ol the musi
:*n is pure
r.I more
with King, his lead
■ irhe human soul
i

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

don't get away with it again and that other
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"...I want to make sure the scammers
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Facebook
receives
facelift
with mixed
reactions

IN TOWN

How to:
mate Frisbee
play

One Earth &
One Family
Today from 8.
p.m. at Koba ■
the College ol''
Arts will host a
concert lor;;
earthquake Perfoi
include1

official!) put into prim and considered .i sport when
students from! olumbia High Schools school paper and
student i ouncilpul together the list otrnlrs \i hr-i.it was
called, I risbee I ooihall."
Ilii'se students had learned about it ,u
summer
camp in Mount I lemon, Mass.. anil look it ku kto their
high school as a fun hobby Mtct that.studi'i i vgan to
toss ihe Frisbee bar k and forth during linn h ai ihe high
si inHil in New Jersey.
llui time, the spini made its way around tin court*
try and onto College campuses including IMM
Hie
University also has intramural teams and clubs that
play among the Greek organizations and others
campus1,
Grab all the friends you can Hod aftei classes, and go
out and give this game a try before Bowling Green's win
ter weather keeps you indoors until the Spring,

By Matt Liasse

International •

Orchesl
Vltbmi

ntballand basketball are played sepa
mung teams on i ampus, many students i liooseto
111\r11n• cii ihe three that thousands ol people art'
playing
' ivorld

in.in I HSIKV IS a high-energy spun demanding
-I i ii I, suit is not a good substitute for beer
null oinhiileal parties, hut rather a good sport to

i, sun after I lasses .ire over.
Playing with a Frisbee originated from earlier cen:inu s .'.in ii i pic dish would be tossed back and forth
among players. The game of Ultimate Frisbee originated
among college and high school campuses in the 1960s,
rdingto .-.Ii.ilisullini.ite.roni.

Howard's Club H
ToiTIO! ■ ..
■

:

Urording ; i www.ultimatefrisbee.eomi thejjaraewas

perforn
H ■

■

incorpc

By AlissaO Neill

I ,K ebook recentl) received a
facelift, Inn when it came lime in
unveil thr new look, users were
not very accepting
I hi' new design plan was
nilrodiii i'd in luly, and al lust.
users were given the opium to
switch io ihe new design oi staj
nitli Ihe old our. Ilowever, In
September, I a< ebook began to
eliminate that option and slow
h assimilated users into the
new I acebook. Ii\ the end ol
i hr month, all I acebook users
will hi' using ihe re designed
Web sin-.

INSTRUCTIONS AND RULES

ti

Acco'

. whatisultimatfi

rock :

I •

Basic rules:
■

■ ■ '•.

.

■ l

H

lead
■

;

"We've made ihe I h
rolling out lod.u in order 10
highlight the most recent and
ni information thai users
value, give users even tnorei on
trol and ownership nvt'i their
profiles and simplify ihe user
experience,' I acebook foundei
and (Hi Vlark /ui kerberg said
in a press release in luly.
Some changes made mi lulled consolidating users' Mini
I eeds. which allows others io
see what Ihe user has been up
Io on the Ueb sue. and Wall-.

i when a team
tl • g >al lini
]
the Frisl
down.
Possession is cha
I point

zones at each end (like any of the fields
betv.
nd Harshman and
Kreisher dorms.)
■ A Frisbee (found at Meijer or Wal-Mar1.

■
"Forbidden
Broadway"

Scoring:

What you will need:
■ A n
...

ared.

off ol
■ Two teams of seven players.

the

■

■

..' i .> is

■
red as a toul.
mi 'eiving

■

■

■

i toss a Fiisbee among tear
lo sco:i> <|oals in a lash ■ t
football.

order

■ Wl-

most
ts over a gh/i

,
ONLINE:

FACEBOOK
i

■

Salesmen
target
University
students with
faulty speakers

Chainsaw Creek
■

.

fromdarl
at the •
•

■

■

■

■

Winning:

Objective:

■

visit fo

i"»>

The hc.i
Cow. M

National speaker scam blasts BG

Hauni
Black Sw

ByL aur.i Loo Caiacciolo

.
Waterville

I

Tomorro.-

a when
i ed into
Palermo

speakei -

5188 for mon

seniors I in
lorn llunilon were
in the key bank parking let oil
ivhen Ihcv were
h\ iwo men nffei
ers at a shock
nigh Ii
he\ claimed
t'l ol speakers

Perrysburg

and w.i
hands.

Waterville enjoy carnival
rides, live entertainmi

itthi
Roche deBoci
festival. Call (419) 878-

llipilleill enoi
Tomorrow and Sunday
at the Buttonwood Park/
Betty C. Black Re ••
Area, come to the 6th

I iit-m oil iheii

I legman and Dnnilon were
intrigued In ihe offer and Msii tied to what the two men had
In sal

the) weir selling weie worth a
lew thousand dollars, and when
I legman and Dilution said ihe)
didn't have thai kind ol money
on them, the men lowered the
pi ice to shim.
"II was le.db suspicious,
bm ihe\ were so professional
about it." I legman said.
I hev
presented us with the product
box and invoices thai clearly
showed these speakers weie
worth S3,000and it wasdifficull
in nun down such a tempting
deal.
Ilegman and llunilon (old
tin men lhe\ still didn't have
enough money, apologized and
attempted to walk awaj when
the men, once again, offered io
lower Ihe price. I Hindoo said all
SPEAKERS

I he mem tainted I he speakers

THE MUSIC RESONATES WITHIN

The Fight Within rocks the local scene
By Sarah Run

Nothing bleaks ihe ice like a
lew stories aboul ihe perils ol
driving a van. kl ( Snai kers
with brew oiks inside and mosl
importantly whai studentswho
have nevei experienced winter in Northwest Ohio should
expect in the new few months
'Weai lotsoflayers." I hel iglit
Withindiiiiiuiiei tommy kerns
wains "I'm not even kidding.

i'i (iplcsav t lnc ago is ihe wind)
I II'.
appalelllh Ihe people
III t hicago have novel been io
Howling Green. I Hiio."
\nialisi and guitarisi t raig
Dickman, bassisi and backup
voi 'alisi \laik Met/gel and gill
I.u isi Brad kun/ started I he
lighi Within in high school,
nffii i-dlv beginning in 1005
kerns, ihe third drummer die
hand has bad. was added 10

grad students, so the advice
aboul the weather came from
personal experience,
Regardless ol what
the
wcathei may be like, il you're
looking for something io da on
il weekend, going to I lowaid's
loi a small i 0111 ell Ilia) be just
ihe li\. I he shows are always
puny i heap, and it's a good
chance io listen to some new
HI

the hill shonh thereafter. Ml
an i in i iiu I Iniversitv students

BAND

Annual Woodland N
American Gathering

ON THE RECORD
ick flick brings the vulgar, What
are you listening to on your music player?
Taylor Swift - Love
not the humor and charm

Event features song,
dance and crafts.

Story
Oncol ihe main problems

"You're about as

MOVIE
REVIEW

useful as a one-

By Aaron Helf ferich

legged man at
an arse kicking
contest."
--Rowan
Atkinson

norrtNroMAiosscoM
MAKING ENEMIES:

"My Best Friend's Girl"
Letter Grade:
for strong langu i |i
and sexual content throughout,
including giaphic dialogue and
■ nudity.
Runtime: 110 mm.
Starring:
II Cook. Jason
: ; ' ite Hudson and Aloe
Baldwin
tvadDeutch

2 Secondhand
Serenade "Fall For You"
3. Lil* Wayne "Lollipop"
4. Taylor Swift "Our
Song'

surrounding romantic com
edit's is they don't apply Io
all tvpesot audiences. \i die
same time, rude and raunchy
i omedies attract viewers thai
chick I licks don i necessarily
get. In an attempt to strike a
middle ground between Ihese
drastically different forms of
comedy. I lane ( nok lakes his
raunch) stand-up comedy
routine and applies il to the
formulaic corned) ol \iy Besi
I riend's Girl."
Since his introduction into
COMEDY

5. Fall out Boy "I Don't
Care"
Savannah Buck

I
Ohio

"Depending on my
mood is what kind of
music I listen to. It helps
me get stuff done too,
listening to music."

PULSE

. .

ALBUM
REVIEWS

From Page 6
he could take out was $200.
I In- men quickly talked ii over
and approved the price.
After i lu' verbal agreement
was made. Dundon walked
in his ATM and took mil the
money. When he returned, the
transaction was completed
hui without a receipt. Once
the purchase was finalized,
the two men asked for extra
rash in buy beer, but Hegman
and Dundon said "no" and
headed Inline with the speakers in hand.
"When we gin home I wanted in research the speakers,
see how much they were going
for online.and inquire aboul
the company because I had
never heard of the brand name
before," I legman said. "To my
amazement, I stumbled across
a Weh sile where I his brand
was involved in a seam across
the nation. As odds would
have It, we were a pan of the
scam."
Aftei
further
research,
Dundon and I legman found
blogs where fellow victims had
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"...I want to make sure the scammers
don't get away with it again and that other

SPEAKERS

■ BBKing
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written about identical i ases
of this transaction happen
ing in North Carolina, lexas
and main oilier states. I ,, i j
detail was the same down In
these anuners request loi beer
money.
I he stereo system appeared
brand new. unopened and
legil and although the speak
ers worked, the i|iialil\ was
not professional as stated on
the liov and wasdefinitel) not
worth $3,000 or even S200.
"It was bad judgment on
my pan and in reirospei i I
wouldn't have bought the
speakers," Dundon said. 'Bui
I did and now I waul In make
slue the scammers don't gel
awaj With it again and thill
other students don't make die
same mistake and gel taken
advantage of."
Hegman and Dundon got

k\ dial n was nnh S200
Kings showed 111,lie. people
had speni several hundred in
thousands ol dollars on the
same defective speakers only
lo tind lhe\ had In en . mil
pletel) lipped nil
I inn i lall victim lo this
(lime Prolei i yoursell from
hand In he, oiiiing aware ol
the signs and strategies of
these s. a miners
I he
two
men
were
i a II asian, dri\ ing a hlai k
I All truck, using the alias ol
\u k .\nA lush, selling Dvnast)
,-. Palermo speakers
mild
..'ii years ol age claiming in
In in.in Parma and using a
false rompaii) name i ailed
PI'S. I he) are also known to
approai b people in bank parking lots for quick. eas\ ai cess
in inone) and the) specifii ally
largel i olli ge students.
IIH
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right time.
"You never know when there
might he a label owner in the
crowd that you're playing lor."
he said.
Thai small issue doesn't stop
them from playing all over
the place, and it doesn't slop
people from coining out to see
them. I he hand's catchy link
music and high energy shows
draw crowds of all sizes, and
even on small slages they
manage to completely own
the space they're playing on.
I hey've played for large crowds
ai I'eahody's in Cleveland,
the Axis in lima and also for
smaller crowds al venues like
Howard's.
"Howard's is
probably
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movies, I lanet nuk lias tailed
logain a grip on reasonable
and relevant film roles In
always insisting on connei ling
his vulgar stand-up routines to
ire lilms.t mil ma) have
linall) traveled as far as his
i haunter- can go. His character, lank, is paid lo take women
on thewoisi dates ol then lues
just sii dices bu\hlends whn
hired him have a i ham i lobe
. again. \s
he is approached In Ins best
friend I Justin lason Biggs foi
hisscrvii es. lank finds nimsell
iua moral dilemma when he
tails im Dustin'sex, Mexis tKate
I liidson
Hv Irving lobe two things al
mice. Ah Besl I i lends!. I 11
tails in be anything signifii am
foreithei fonn ol i omedv \s
a i.nun In coined) about a
man who makes a living being
obnoxiousl) offensive, i ook's
hiiiniii adds a double dosage
nl oflensiveness man ahead)
unhe.iiable premise. With this
i timbinatinn, (look leaves little
II mm Im laughs and more
room tnr unnatural situations
\long ivith heinga pnmh
construe led munch) > omedy,
\l\ best I rieiul's(iiri"even
fails on the opposite side ol the
coined) spectrum In being
a miserabl) drawn out sti
abnui relationship troubles \s
I Justin's pathetic desperation
i.ikesa mm loaruioyani eas
harshl) as lank offends, the
characters become anything
bin screen worthy, H\ imme
diatel) construi ling characters
ive could care nothing about,
llieii vying efforts to gain the
loveol Vlexisgrow liresomely
meaningless.
II any goodi an come out of
this film, it's in » scene ivlu n
lank dei ides to embrace Ills
bad bin image In the nine
nl lohnm ( ash's" Ihe Man
t omes \iniiinl But, after
10 seconds ol slim motion
bliss, we realize this new turn
ni events adds a :'u minute
i op mil nl blatant vulgarit) to
a film that inuld haveeasii)
ended on a reasonable note.
Ailh sn mam uu onsislencies
and humdrum performances,
this siai vehicle foi an egntisi
i omedian is best defined by ils
main i harai lei s name

be a label owner in
the crowd...'
our favorite place to play."
Dickman said.
Even (hough the size ol the
crowd often \.uies. kenis s,i\s
ii's always cool thai people
show up to give (hen support.
\n mailer I he amount ol people
thai aie there, (lie hand always
plays thch hardest and gives
the best show the) can
"We once played a show
iii Nashville where there was
nobody there bin the other
bands," kerns said. Il was
probably one ol the best shows
thai we'veevei played
I he band has an II' out. bill
Met/ger says in expil I some
thing else in the near future.
"Current!) wen- taking a
break from louring and jusi
playing some local shows in
keep us somewli.it busy while
we write and record nur next
album." he said. "We're supei
excited aboul these songs
because the) 're going to be a
whole new sound foi us, so keep
your eyes open fbi big things to
come from us."
You can check out I he I ight
Within at their MySpace.
and see them on (li I. 13 al
Howard's, where they'll join
local bands Against I he I ire.
keepli logeibei and friends I Iii
I he I ights. for what's sure to be
an amazing show.
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By Alexander Rollie
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(in I hursday.Sept. I8,professoi
ul English literature Melinda
linbeig's flrst-yeai seminar
"Battling Against Voldemort"
was filmed by MTV as part of
a segment on the phenomenon
oi "Harry Potter" books appearing in college curricula.
The class, which studies
I.K, Rowling's "Harry Potter"
series in addition to a number of other related texts such
as I.R.H. lolkien's "Lord ol the
Rings" and Phillip Pullman's
"His Dark Materials" trilogy,
attempts to "understand why
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iddle Earth

V
we are driven to invent stories
aboul hauling inhuman powers (o learn what it means to he
human, accordingloilsi mil si'
description. Ii was filmed as an
example of the use of llarrv
Potter in an English literature
(lass. At oilier schools \l I \
filmed the books being used ai
other academic disciplines like
religion and history.
Only one cameraperson
stayed in the
n with the
students while they discussed
(he fifth hook ol die series,
"Harry Potter and die iinlei ol
die Phoenix." "I he filming was
as smooth as could be.' Finberg
said.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to O.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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FACEBOOK
the plat e on a profile where
users cm leave comments foi
niie another. Designers also
added new tabs to users' profiles thai di\ ides information
into categoi ies.
Ihe Weh site, with over 100
mil Iii in users worldwide, saw
an almost immediate bai k
lash. Numerous Facebook
groups Mich as "1,000,000
\gauist the Ne« Facebook
I ayout!"and Tctiimn \gains|
the New Facebook" pupped
up in form a grassroots cam
paign against the new design.
I'oday, those two groups have
over .' million and I million
members respectively.
Groups also formed to allow
users to switch back to the old
I ai (book design b) adding
an application to their profile.
However, the quick li\ was
only temporar) and many
people found themselves
siui k with the new design
again.
University
freshman
Vlui kenzie ( lawson is on the
inn e as IO whethei oi not
she believes the I ai chunk
groups' protests will garnei
am results. Nevertheless, she
estimates she is a membei ol
al leasl three ol those groups.
"One group said I acebnnk
h-iened to them before."
Claw son commented, "So
maybe they will listen again.
I hose same anti I acchook
groups prompted University
sophomore
Chelsea
si humann to create her own
I acebnnk group, Ulcr logging onto tlie social networking sile and receiv ing eight
requestsiojoinanti I acebook
groups, Schumann created
the group "I do mn feel passionately eithel wa\ about the

"I think I check
Facebook more
frequently now just
to check its growth."
new Fai c-book.'
U ithinthe first tenminutcs
iwo people I didn't know from
\rizona joined," Schumann
said. "Organized apathy, now
that'sa lough sell,"
Her group has now growl
to ovei loo members within
its first week ol existence .:m'
includes members from all
ovei the country,
I think I check Fai ebook
frequently now jusi io
i his k its growth." Schumann
tied.
Schumann is not ag
I acebook's new look,
she s.inl she didn i evel
limn c until someone asked
if she had seen the new
I acebook yet.
"You jusi ilick .ii.
cm dungs in get in |tli
plai e." Schumann explained
I he extra i licking and addi
lional tabs on the Web -m
i- exactly what Claw son and
main others don'l like aboul
I acebook - re design
I think it's really confus
ing because your stufl si i
all on one page, it's on foul
Clawson said, same with
Dther people's pages, you used
tu just be able lo scroll dow tl
and see even thing."
Despite protests from users
I acebnnk still has the numbei
one spiii among social net
working sues worldwide
I n\ e it
in
hate
it
I ,II chunk still appeals to

be an obsession.
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when there might

music, support the local scene
and hang out With a couple ul
local musicians. To hands like
I he Fight Within, ilns offers
an opportunity to plaj to old
friends, hopefully gain a few
new fans and gel their name
oin (here a little more.
The hand is currently
unsigned, bin il doesn't mean
Ihej haven't been looking
around fora label to sign with.
"We've been
shopping
around lor labels." kerns said.
"but it's kind of difficult to gel a
deal if you don't know the right
people."
He went on to explain that
sometimes ii didn't even have
anything to do with knowing the right people
sonic
times it has more to do with
being in the right place at the
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"You never know
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students don't make the same mistake and
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

r^MUM

It's that tme of the we#fc
a^loyjl **{*<$)'Yep.
iUhm«foftheBGNe«
wwfcfiw college football
pick >m Freddy Hurt's back
after a bnef hiatui and Mr
Hamet is currently
demoytng us in the
standings. And BG s playing
tomorrow, which is nice
BG
^
,
vs. Wyoming

G-3S
•8 Alabama
VS. #3 Georgia
Georgia 6S

CHRIS VOLOSCHUK

ANDREW HARNER

Sports Ediioi

Assistant Sports EdrtOf

^** f<kon oHense 6 due to
break out and Wyomng
Wyornnq is ttn
the
perfect ream to break out on
BG i8 WTom:iK| 20
'r.v>»nototej*algood
game Ingoing «itn(jeorciia
because they're at home arid I
hate Nic» Saban
Georgia29, Alabama28

fm hoping thai I eat this pick
come Saturday night, but I'm not
convinced the Falcons rave
remedy enough issues yet
Wyoming 31. 8G 24
Tve been a'Bama backer so far
this season, but then first loss
tomes here
Georgia45, Alabama31

CRAIGVANDERKAM
Web Editor

The Daily Crossword Fix

Editor HI Chief

BG 28. Wyoming 20

I credited Alabama as a possible I'm gong with Bama on this one
BCS-sleeper earlier this year
One of us has to
Matt Stafford and Georgia ate
lust too good
Georgia 34. Alabama 24
Alabama 34. Georgia 28
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Upset speoals be damned I
need some wins in tin pick 'em
because I'm currently getting
stomped PSU wmi
PennSt35.Wino.s21

This is Perm States year and
Two dynamic offenses, so thrs
playing Illinois will be no problem could be a shootout Ifcnois could
for the NKtany Lions
give Penn St a scare but the
Nittany Lions will wm
Penn St. 48. Wines 21
Pc:-n St 52. Illinois 42

I made a big mrstake going
against Perm State a few weeks
ago Not this week Big 10 matchups are afways a hard cal
Penn St 28 Illinois 17

This game w4l dehnitefy be over
'Sooner than later HI show
myseH out And Oklahoma w*n

This match-up isn't even fan

Oklahoma 23. TCU 7

Oklahoma 66. TCU 20

TCU upset then-#7 Oklahoma
the last time the two teams
played, but no such upset this
year
Oklahoma 24, TCU13

Michigan resembles Minnesota
from last year, which is just plain
ugly on so many levels Badgers
win big
Wisconsin28. Michigan3

Michigan o not oomg to be any
better after fha week. Anyone
ebe wonder if Rich Rodngue*
should* stayed put?
Wrscomin44,Michigan21

Too much has gone wrong for
This is Michigan* big chance to
Michigan this year to grve them a save face Coming off a by week.
chance in this game
they should be focused on draw «g badge* blood
Wisconsin31. Michigan 10
Michigan31. Wisconsin 13

"

vs. #2 Oklahoma
Oklahoma 18.5
#9 Wisconsin
vs. Michigan
Wisconsin-6 S
Hofstra
vs. Stony Brook
No toe available
Overall record

In what l*efy is a preview of the Well. Marques Colston came
Hofstra is 11-0 versus Stony
BCS National Championship
from Hohtia That gives them
Brook all-time
9ame I'm going with Hofstra m a some street cred m The BG News

nail-l»ter

pxV 'em

Hofstra 20. Stony Brook 18

Hofstra 27. Stony Brook 10

13-10

1»-4

Hofstra 17. Stony Brook 7
15-8

Horned Frogs you better say
your prayers

H

■'• ■

Reporter

It is fitting that this week the
men's golf team travels lo
Louisville, Ky., (o participate in
the Louisville Invitational
Fitting because Louisville
is the site of the annual
Kentucky Derby each May —
horse racing's biggesl event.
This relates to the men's golf
learn because a horse who is
leading going into the final turn
is not always the horse that
comes out on top, which is what
has happened lo the (earn in the
last two tournaments thai they
have compeled in.
In the |ohn Piper Intercollegiate two weeks ago, the team
held the lead after the two
rounds of the competition but
was unable to hang on to that
lead and wound up finishing
third in the event — losing out to
eventual champion Ohio.
This past week at the Earl
Yeslingsmeier Invitational in
Muncie, Ind., the learn once
again found themselves with a
lead going inlo the final round
but came up short for the second
tournament in a row.
Eastern Kentucky won the
tournament with a blistering
even par performance as a team
during the final round which
bested the second lowest team
score on the day by seven shols.
"We pul ourselves in a good
position after two rounds —
that's two tournaments in a row,"
said BG coach Garry Winger. "I
was very proud of the fact that

SMITH

I ekdn't know we included
Highschool football games in th*

Hofstra 24. Stony Brook 20
14-f

From Page 5
While most of the talk ihis
season has revolved around the
offensive struggles of late, the
defense has quietly been playing very solid football, which
was expected at the beginning
of the season.
"We've got a veteran defense,
and we expect these guys to play
really well," defensive coordinator Mike Ward said before the
season started.
Ward's expectations have
been reached so far through the
non-conference schedule which
has pitted the Falcons against
Pittsburgh, Minnesota and
Boise State, all teams described
by coach Gregg Brandon as having very potent offense's thai
would test the Falcon defense.
And, the task won't be any
easier this weekend against
Wyoming.
"(Wyoming is) a big physical
football team," Brandon said.
"Good sized offensive linemen,
a big physical back and a quick
little scat back."

John
we had the lead going into the
final day."
Powers
"We had the lead but once
Finished in second
things didn't go our way, morale
place at BG's last
was down," he said in reference
tournament
to (he lead slipping away in the
final round. "We tried to encourage it and midway'through the
round we starting playing better of the week honors and second
but (hen gave ii right back a few week for Schneider.
"I was a little disappointed in
holes later."
While the team stumbled how I finished but second place
down the stretch, team captains is always good — I'll take that
Mall Schneiderand lohn Powers any day," Schneider said of his
were still in contention to win performance.
"Man's had two great tournathe tournament.
Powers used a stretch of five ments in a row," Winger said.
While the team can hang its
straight in which he made a birdie to propel him to within one hat on the fact that Schneider
shot of the lead with only a few and Powers are playing so well,
holes to play. Powers was unable they need to get everyone on
to catch the eventual champion the same page when it comes
lessie Massie and wound finish- to winning the overall team
ing in a tie for second four shots tournament.
Schneider believes it has to do
behind.
" [Tuesday] I was playing pretty with team morale.
"You can just tell whenever
bad for a while and then I got
one birdie and then was able to we're not playing good or makstring five together," Powers said ing birdies, we're a little down,"
of his final round performance. he said of the final round. "It was
"Thought I had something really a rough day but I wish we would
good going and then had a cou- have been a little more positive
- would have helped in the final
ple bad holes coming in."
Schneider set (he BG 36-hole results."
"It was kind of an odd day,"
record by being five under par
heading inlo the final round but Winger said. "Very frustrating
was unable to keep that torrid from my stand point to watch
pace and fell back lo one under very poor executed not only
for the tournament in a second shots but very poor decisions
place lie wilh Powers.
thai were made."
The team will need to elimiFor their performances,
Powers and Schneider were both nate those poorly executed
honored as MAC Golfers of the shots and decisions to win in
Week. It is the third week thai BG Louisville and finish the race to
has had a golfer win the player use a horse racing term.

"We've got a veteran
defense, and we
expect these guys to
play really well."
Mike Ward | Defensive coordinator

The bigger teams are helpful
to the defensive more than just
because they get to see bigger
and better players. The bigger
crowds and different atmospheres allow the defense to be
prepared for bigger MAC games
when the crowd exceeds expectations, helping the defense in
the long run.
Smith, despite being a senior,
will still be able to learn new
things from the bigger teams
and apply it to the MAC schedule. And that will automatically
help the younger players who
get to watch him work on a
daily basis.
Maybe it's not so bad that
Smith isn't a vocal leader as long
as he continues to play at the
high level he's accustomed to
playing at.
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6
7
8
9
10
11
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Less flexible
Rationally defensible
Children's card game
Arafat's org. for 36 years
Wall St. unit
Skip out on
Tax act letters
1993 Playmate of the Year
Boxer or pug
First Lady of the'50s
Alaska's first governor
Marilyn's blonde part?
Confers holy orders
39 Comment to a sun
worshiper
upon
14 Carpenter's tool
40 Having buds
21 Second course?
41 Dealt with flies
23lsleot_
44 Sailor's jacket
24 Canine warning
46 Hive product
27 Undemanding
47 Keno's cousin
29 2014
50 Unrespected wriler
31 Dutch cheeses
54 Univ. employees
32 Seeped
55 Prov. bordering NY
34 Crosswise, nautlcally 56 Wish otherwise
35 Imposing structure
36 Ugandan despot
37 Old-fashioned footwear
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ACROSS

Oklahoma 45. TCU 17

Men's golf team looking to turn the
corner in Louisville this weekend
By Bill Bordewick
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w. #12 Perm State
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brought to you by

FREDDY HUNT

BG has proven they can stop the BG is gong to wrangle up them
run tho year Force Wyoming off lowboys. ^eeehaawV!!
their game plan, and BG wi win
BG 34. Wyoming 20

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

TENNIS
From Page 5
only individual flight winner
from BG last weekend, going
3-0 overall while only losing
one set.
Dean is flip-floping each set
of singles to prevent redundant matchups against Detroit
Mercy and Cleveland State.
Chiricosta will be playing
first, lakupcin second. Babina
third, Kintzel fourth, Menoff
fifth and Harrison sixth.
This weekend's format will
result in a lot of action and
a lot of matches to count on
individual records, according
to Dean.
"The format keeps it organized. This is still a very
good tournament with tough
teams and good competition,"
she said.
Akron, Cleveland State
and Detroit Mercy — all of
which played in the BGSU
Invitational last weekend
— will participate, as will
Louisville, Marshall, Michigan
State and Toledo.

Check us out online at:
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15
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23
25
26
28
29
30
31
33
35
38
42
43

Freezes
Crenshaw or casaba
1965 hit by the Zombies
Where Aesop shopped?
Backing
_ Gras
Zodiac butter?
NASA's ISS partner
Melatonin gland
Warriors' org.
Argue noisily
Fleur-de-_
Draw forth
Nest-egg initials
Writing-on-the-wall word
Excavated again
Financial specialist
Spar alone?
Pool game
Insults wittily
WWII milestone
Linguistics suffix

44
45
46
48
49
51
52
53
54
57
58
59
60
1
2

Exam cramming
Sundial three
Annoyed
Nashville-based awards org.
Six feet of water
Curly poker?
911 responder
"That is to say..."
Retaliation
"Odyssey" sorceress
Make slender
Exalt to the heavens
Cut
DOWN
Soft-drink choice
Epistle
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VOTED BEST

, PISflN€LLO'S[
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203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4PM

"

D €llV€RV
M

352-5166 I
L.

J.C 50 Minimum
•

i our coupon menu at

Help Wanted

For Rent

Earn extra $, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

1 BR apl, 854 8th SI S390/mo. +
elec w/ $410 security dep. No pets.
Call 419-392-3354

Red Robin - Fallen Timbers Mall loc.
Now hiring watt staff and cooks.
Applications accepted M-F, 2-4pm.
Apply in person.

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News Hill noi knowingly accept
advertisement* lhal discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on the basis of race.
scv, color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
wteran, at on the basis of any olher legally
protected slatus.
The BO News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertisement
such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
in nature. All advertisements are subject
to editing and approval.

Personals

Free, cute, cuddly and very clever!
I am looking for a loving home for
my black & white Long Evans ratstoo many of Ihem lo take care of.
They are very sweet and friendly and
handled every day. extremely smart,
and super easy to take care of
(new bedding every week or every
other week). Very suitable as a kid's
first pet Call 419-280-0675.
Order Your
Tailgate Party Food Now!
Sub trays 2 S 4 ft subs,
homemade Italian Pasta Salads,
cookies & much more!
Call DIBenedetto's at

(419) 352-4663
for pick up or delivery

3isanellos.com

Lunch Fn. • Sal. • Sun

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

1-3 BR apt. $450-$650/mo + util.
1 BR in Victorian home, $275/mo
w/ util Call 386-4405-3318.
122 Lehman Ave. - 2BR, kitchen,
living room & bath. 2 units avail.
Call 419-575-3109 after 5pm.
3 bdrm house avail.8/15/08.
$275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU. Off St. prk. AC/WD.
Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773

For Sale

Private parking pass avail. S250/yr
Across from Kohl Hall, walk lo class,
Phme location, call 614-668-1116

3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise,
avail NOW!
1 8 2 BR apis al 800 3rd St,
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740.
312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

For Rent

•Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apt. $425/mo,
Free web, furn?, AC, 300 E. Merry.
1/1/09-1 or 2 BR apts low as S399.
showing houses for 09/10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 BR apartment, available NOW!
215 E. Poe Rd, Evergreen Apis
Call 419-353-5800

832 Third St, 5 blks from campus.
3 BR. 1 bath, lenced in back yard.
Window A/C.
$840/mo.-f util. Call 419-392-2812
Lrg 3 BR house close to downtown,
$750/mo + util, avail, immediately.
Call 419-308-2458
Sub-leaser wanted for 1 BR apt
455 1/2 S. Main. BG. $530/mo
incl. W/D, Call 419-464-2013.

INTRODUCING..,

Fallen Timbers
FAMILY

EYECARE

lulled inside Lenscrafter's Oplique at The Shops of Fallen Timber*
MOO North Main Street • Maumee, OH 43^37 • 419.878.2823

DR. NEER3A JINDAL, O.D.

IpH 11 with

&
DR. ANDREA MARTIN, O.D.
Help Wanted

(BARTENDING! up lo $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

Jib

On your next eye exam!
Call to schedule an appointment
for you or a family member today.

OFFICE HOURS
Mon 3pm-7pm | Wed 3pm-7pm |Thurs 10am-2pm | Fri 3pm-7pm | Sat 10am-4prn

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
An art photographer S member of
"The Findlay Art League" is looking
for female models of color.. African
American, Hispanic, Asian & Caucasion, just lo name a few Should
have experience in modern or classical dance or yoga, pilates, body
building or gymnastics, and people
who generally look physically fit tor a
continuing photographic project
SS$
419-424-1448 after 7pm.

Deferred
Properties Co.
HannHouii
1S15E WootttrSI.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.pre'erredpropertiesco.com

Earn $1000-$3200 a month
lo drive new cars with ads
www.AdCarCity.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18,
Call after 8pm, no exp. needed.
Call 419-332-2279.
PT BABYSITTER needed for toddler
in our BG home. $5/hr.
Contact, brittany@wcnet.org
PT TELLER
Glass City Federal Credit Union
seeking outgoing PT professional
teller. Good communication and
computer skills required. In need of
daytime and Saturday availability.
E-mail resume to
syeager@glasscity1cu.com

i

Piedmont Apis "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
Piedmont Apartminti
•III 1 High SI

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
Birchwood
650 6th St

Now Renting
08-09
School Vear!

530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

